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30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

THE N'[E'MONITOR !I

100

WAII

SPEAKER KtTf60.00

+fil.50 p&p (pahl

RESP0NSE: 55Hz-20kHz
BASS POLYMER CONE D:22cm

DOMEMEETER: 14mm

ilo

OVERALL SIZE

Oty. per pack

Bm10 2

(HWD): 382252,2Mmm

2
3
BmlsB t
8P016 6
Bm17 3
BP018 3
BP012

8P013

RECOMMENDED AMP POWER:
10-100 watts per channel

The performance standard achieved in this

comp
is distinctively
to anything
ble at the
price The drive units

8P019

used are of sophisticated

carefully integrated with a
Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with
well foiussed sound stage bnd shaifresolutic
of detail. Distortion th
frequr
range is low even at qu
r input
gives
great
this
a
sens
range
openness especially when used in
mode.
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MID.
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS
SCREWS.
CROSSOVEB KlT, To build 2 sets of

f11+f1.75 post. (Featured in Everyday

tronics-May 1989 issue). Reprint Free with

Ele

Ki

BF@1 10

h

EDGE,2YT"

y4'' VOICECOIL,l3h'CONE

MAGNET,60

t6.33

52W 2.WAY COMPONENT SPEAKER SYSTEM A.95

8in rolled surround bass unit and

21/ain

tweeter for ln-Car or Hi-Fi use 4 ohm. Made by Sanyo

SOUND LAB COMPONENT SPEAKER 6OW
f 12.9s
Fesfreq 3SHztull range
12in DANTEX 100W C21.75
Res

*

)75x400x'l95mm
nents, scare

10
r values)
6
2
ision
Bm31 6 Sing
unepots,idealforvaricap
y PHILIPS
tune
8P032 4 UHF
heads, unboxed and
untested UK made by PHtLlpS
8m33 2 FM slereo decoder modules with diagram

UK nade by PHIL|PS
6'x3,f High grade Ferrite rod. U.K. made.
AM lF modules with diagram
UK made by PtilLlPS
AN4-FM tuner head modul6
UK made by MULLARD
Hi-Fi stereo preamp module inputsfor CD, tuner
tape, magnetic Gnridqe with diaaram
UK made bv MULLAED
AII metal q;.axial aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type
JAPAN made
ln line tuse holders 20mm tyrE
UK made bv gULGIN
5 pin din, 1tio'chasis wket
Double phono smkets, Paxolin mounted
2.8m lengths of 3 @re 5 amp mains flex
La'geVU metets JAPAN made
4V minialure bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone ster@ crystal Ertridae with 78 and
LP stvli JAPAN made
Mono Cassette Rmrd and play heads.

BP046

4

(Jaoan Made)
6-0-64VAmainstransformere,PC mount
UK made
24V

15

ly Brand new

boxed
OC44

t.areistors. Remove paint from top and it

becomes a photrelHric ell (or P12)
UK made by MUIJARD
Lowsignal transistoE n p n, p n p types

by pLESSEy
agram
,E.D.)

Assorled carDon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4Vi A transformer.
l\4C781 8CT lC & bridqe rectifier: Size 4" x2e/a"
Transcription record-player motor 1 500rpm

8P061
8P063
BP064

8P065

ln the cu
world of consumer electronics.
one of the questions designer
der over is "Willanyone notice
by chopping this out?" ln the
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound
quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
quite common
TV companies
est quality sou
pact independ
!o your Hi-Fl is a must for quality reproduction.
The unit is mains operated. This TV SOUND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 preselected tuning controls lt can also be used in
conjunction with your video recorder.

f29.50 +f2,so

p&p

As above but with built-in stereo headphone amplifier for the hard of hearing

You can tune into the TV channel you want while
still receiving the picture on yourTV set. ln fact it
is rather like a second television, but without the
screen. So that the ordinary TV can be placed for
everyone to see, and the volume on it can be
comfortable for others, while tHe sound tuner
can be piaced where you can control it. You will
g aids
o hear

TT,:

3

complimenlary pairs in T066 case
(ldeal replacement for ADt 6t and t62s)
e-amp lC with recordi replay
1M1818 with diagram
Cs. tio TBA800 /AIEZi
Motor speed mntrol lG, as used with most
otors

2NY a.c.

Size:

270x192x65mm. f35.90 +f2.50 p&p

TV SOUND TUNER KIT f 1 1,50+f 1.30 P&P
4!.!_parts

including

er, mains transformer,
ls etc.. to build the unii

with lC's capaci
illustrated above; wi
PCB

nd scale.

SHURE HIFI STEBEO MAGNETIC CAR-

TRIDGE
supplied
w
made
scoop purc
the ma
boxed.
get one

stytus

quitity

unit

Oue t6

ction ol
price. All units are brand new and
lf you order in multiples of five vou
e

f '1.30 (Made in U.S.A.)

KOSS MlNl SPEAKERS

5

5

sockets

12

1

3mtr Euro-mains lead with a matching
chassis socket

WITH FOAM

IMPEDENCE

(H'w'D

Bm29

ad and jack plug.
may need repairese units and you

4}|'Hl-H IVEEIER

inputs.
Separate treble and bass
Headphone iack

Bm28

ROSS DYNAMIC MICROPHONE BALL TYPE
e with wire mesh

f5.33

gDlAux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono

Size

Tuningcapacitors,2qanqdielectrica.m.tvDe
3 posiiion, 8 tag stideiwiich 3 amp rated ' '

(Made by Ross Electronics).

IMPEDANCE

quality

30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)

8P030

resislance and DC Amps. Most of these units are
new but have been returned or rejected by the store
a-n-d sold with all faults at Cl1.00 elch. posiage f1.00.

BoLtvAR coMpoNENT spEAKERs

I
r
r
I

TV SOUND TUNER

DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc

HI.FI MID MNGE 1'VOICE COIL, PAPER CONED
D0PED CAMBRIC EDGE FITTED WITH A 3yr" MAGNET.

backprinted.

Vd,ccomputer
gh quatity

ronics April

new condition but have been returned by customers
shops, so they may need some attention Hence the
ceof onlye8,00 each Ordersixof these units andyou
the seventh one free, Postage f2.90

1OOW

tion. All the components are mbunted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and

JAPAN made

l4watt outputtransistors

J.B,L.

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-

by E.M.l.
30 watt, dome tweeter. Size gOx66mil

125V a.c. made in USA

125 watt per channel stereo power amplifier
with independent volume controls, profesiional
'19" rack mount and silent running
cooling fan for
extra reliability.
Output power .... '125W RMS max. per channel
Output impedance ............ . ..... .. 4to 16 ohms
(max power into 4 ohms)

Sensitivity
450V at 22K ohms
Protection .... Electronic short-circuit and fuses
Power ..........
. 22O-240V a.c 50Hz
Chassis dim
435x't25x280mm
f 124.99*rz.oo pap

6%"Speaker40l0watt
8"x5"Speaker4f)6wanmade

20

Bm20 4

design and have been

6%"Speaker8(}10wan

MULTIBAND RADIO

VHF 54-176 MHz * AM CB BANDS t-80
Listen to: AIR THAFFTC CONTROL,
AIRCRAFT, RADAR
PUBLIC UTILITIES

f15.95

*ooilKvt'o',V.?ttH?

ional
ssive
scoop pu rchase we can offer these units for €4.30 each or
buy_ in multiples o, ten and you get one free postage
81.50.

KOSS

light we
adaptor
made to

Postage

POSTAGEf2.ss souELCHCONTROL
,,RUBBER

transport

DUCK AERIAL"

:: i,?t::"i

freq. 23Hz bass unit

SPECIALPURCHASES

Batteries C size NiCad 2.2 Ah EVERY-READY AN220
C1.98 each

Our most popular size of rechargeable battery: 4AA size
Japanese made batteries
f:}.90 for four.

-

KITS lN STOCK *,SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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Use instead of head,
ad ol
op of
mply
de to

f6.20 +f 1 .50

P&P

2

for €10 +f2.50 p&p

EXTBASTABI,T HOUSING FOR YOUR CAR STEREO * SIZE DIN E
HAITDI,IIrcIUDED T SPACE FOR MEMORY BATTERY T 4OR
2 SPEAIGR JYSIEM.
EMBI.ES YqJ TO REMOVE YOUR VALUED STEREO FBOM YOUR
cAn (wmouT rHE AtD 0F A HAMMER AND CH|SEL, CHATNSAW

r

EICI

f9.95p6ragcf2.g)
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Surface Mount
Technology
Is there a place for surface
mounted components in the
amateur market place? Keith
Brindley unfoldsthestory

of

this

technology

Making lllhves

Superscope

Ray Marston continues his story

The start of a major project

of sine wave generation

Dennis Stanfield shows that a
dual-beam 20MHz 'scope can
be built very cheaply

t2

1I
Ia
hY

45
Speaker Kit
Review
Colin Shelbourn reviews the
Digital 90 speaker kit from

Page 16

WilmslowAudio

Competition
Win

a Casio synthesizer

and

5l

a

day's free studio time to make a

professional recording

37

A 32k emulator to conshuct for
your 6502 of6809 home com-

Scrambling

puters Mike Bedford explains

Satellite TV Encryption

it

EPROM
Emulator

deter piracy? Jim

will

-Slater

explains the mechanisms behind encoding a TV signal

r6

_Testing Testing

From logic analysis to signal
generators, Mike Barwise concentrates this month on signal
sources

38

Signalling
communication

2t
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For lega!

reasons we are

Earth Currcnt

George Pickworth resurrects
the old art of underground

54

Gircuit Theory
Variable Voltage Regulars are
examined this month by Paul
Chappell

42

not publishing
the Supermos

llAmplifier
Review.
Page

54

5

Eetgrton is launching a new
t NICAM hi-fi video cassetre
D
If

esearchers at a Northern Ireland

universitv have succeeded in
developing t(e first ever process for
prod ucing high resolution flat screen

displays incorporating

tin

oxide

conductors
Using the new process, staf{ at the
Bioengineering Centre of the Univer-

sity of Ulster have produced pixel
electrodes which olfer a ten-fold
increas in resolution over conventionally produced units
Common to allf lat screen displays
are clear conductor films made from
either tin oxide or indium oxide

Indium is currently favoured

by

manufacturers. because until now, it
was easier to etch. but it is more
difficult and more expensive to
deposit than tin oxide.
The key to the University of Ulster's
a new method of
etching tin oxide films Conventional
wet chemical etching processes are

breakthrough is

difficult to control. and cannot be
patterned to high resolutions.
The new technique is based on

a
vacuum plasma process which uses a

6

reactant gas
- a mixture of chlorine
and argon. With this method, Univer-

sity of Ulster staff have produced
layers of tin oxide patterned with lines
thousandths of a milli-

as fine as four

metre, without loss of integrity This
allows the fillratio
- the ratio of active
to inactive areas oI the pixel
- to be
maximised, even at high resolution.

University staff say the process
achieves fill ratios of better than 99 per
cent.which compares with a previous
typical industry standard oI around 56
per cent.
Tin oxide {ilms can be easily fabricated in controlled conditions inhouse
- another major attraction for
flat screen manufacturers. whereas

lndium oxide films, are normally
fabricated by specialist suppliers.
The University of Ulster reports

strong interest from electronics
companies in Japan, Europe, and

recorder, into the mid-priced sector of
the market. The Videostar FV37H is
a slimline, three-head machine with
a Fastext-capable LCD handsetThe major benefit of the FV37H ts
its ability to decode and record
NICAM digital stereo transmissions.
and in audio long play mode. record
up to eight hours of hi-fi stereo sound

Plugging

an optional

teletext

adaptor into the socket at the back of
the machine allows it to receive and
display teletext pages on screen The
provision of a teletext facility means

that the VCR can be programmed
with any of the days programmes
Button selection on the remote
control handset moves a cursor

of programming a VCR to date! Users

willalso be able to record subtitles with
this system offering a valuable benelit
to the hard of hearing In addition, the
four most frequently used text pages
can be allocated to a numeric coding

ior recall
The VCR has an advanced indexing {acility that allows fast access to
indexed points on any given tape
the index marks effectively, allowing
'bookmark'
the user to
the tape. The
marks are automatically inserted on
the tape when a recording is made or
can be manually added or removed
by remote control. The markers also
enable an 'intro-search' feature to
replay the first few seconds of a
recording before fast-winding on to the
next. until the desired programme is

around the teletext programme pages

found

The programme information is then
stored in the machine! memory,
giving probably the simplest method

around €500.00 and the teletext

The Videostar FV37H will retail at

adaptor at 1100 00

America who believe the development has considerable commercial
potential.
Further information contact:
David Brotzen, Tel:07-837 6262
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THE SUBSCRIBER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FROM BT VISION

POINT_OF

SALE

aEcEploN

OAT&SE
MANAGEMENT

upLrNKrNG

QUEING
AWHoF|SAT|ON
MESSAGES

SEcFf, @
M@anON

MESSAGE

tNSEmtoN

ENCFypTtON

ry

PF@BAMMES

I
I

Dritish

Telecom has launched

ED.u,",,n" managemenr

gramme provider, the technology to
control the transmission of possible

a

sysrem

which allows broadcasters to keep

offensive material

lf a common standard of transmission and encryption can be agreed
between British Telecom and France
Teiecom it will allow consumers to
receive many channeJs usingonly one

track of theircustomers. lt also combats

piracy of satellite enteriainment
channels.
The system usesthe D2MAC transmission standard (a standard adopted
by the forthcoming BSB channels) to

Programmes will be scrambled

only authorised subscribers can receir.,e
with the use of a smart card or an

using a complex algorithm before it is

authorisation code.
The system also allows the pro-

rlsation code is also transmitted with
rhe television picture telling a set-top

/\ new range of laser photoplotters
Ja* hich cost almost half the price

systems covering plot areas ftom 24

::

varying from 1000 ro 4000dpi and tne
ability to plor a 24 x 22in area in as
little as seven

s:milar systems on the market are
-:.r available in the UK from Photax

-!.K Prices start from
:r,0O0
Ine

as low

as

laser plotters, manufactured in

-:::ce

by Secmai, offer many state-":---::e-an [eatures including high
and high accuracy without
=_-*o.:con
l.anng rhe bank. Photax currently
s :::enng five different laser plotting

ETI FEBRUARY I99O

decoder

provide encrypted information that

x 22in up to A0 with

resolunons

minures.

The plotters handie a number of

upllnked to the satellite An autho-

decoder

to accept the programme

signal, provided the viewer has paid
the allimportant fee Any change to the
viewers circumstances can be amended quickJy at the control room,
Another feature is the ability to
black-out pictures in specific locations.
This may apply to countries where
distribution rlghts have not been
agreed orprogramme content may be
unacceptable
Further general information on the
subject of scrambling a signal, can be
found in this issue of ETI

|
I

l
I

standard inputs such as Gerber. DPF.
Quest, Secrol and HPGL

For further information contact
Malcolm Maxwell, Photax (UK)
Limited, Tel: 10753) 27484
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ff
l-eisure, Boots, GEC
Pr:3::'i"?",i!

"x,l::ii::
Plessey Tele-

communications (GPT), Shell, and
Trust House Forte, which intends to
launch a brand new telephone callbox
network of around 9000 payphones
by the end of the year Cost of the
network is said to be over f60 million.
The network is to be based around
GPTs own-designed intelligent payphone, which allows users to pay for

calls with cash, credit cards, or
standard phonecards. Telephone lines
willbe supplied via Mercury's national
telephone network, so the system
represents a first, in that it will be the

only significant national payphone
installation not run by British Telecom
Mercury's own attempt to set up such
a nehvork itself has run into difficulties,
with only a handful of callboxes being
installed Incidentally, to give some

idea of the size of the proposed
Paytelco installation, BTs payphone
installation base currently has over
80000 callboxes.
GPT has a problem when using its
intelligent payphone, in that they are
also sold to BT. To prevent potential
clashes Paytelco has been set up
Choice of member companies in
the organisation is interesting, and
gives an inkling of where the callboxes
will be located: hotels, high-street
chemists, petrol station forecourt and
so on.

Next l-eft, Right?
Well. it finally looks as though it's going

ro happen After the many years of
ralk. London is to get an electronic incar guidance system Autoguide is the
:!'stem, to be set up by GEC as soon
as possible to help to cope with the
.apitali haffic problems by indicating
:o motorists which is the quickest and
Sestrouteto a desired destination I'll
3€ giving more details about the
>l,stem in the coming months

Beady, EDI?
So far. the UK hosts some 65% of all
:bctronic data interchange (EDI) sites
::: Europe This amounts to some
2.200 UK sites out of around 3,200
:. rhe whole of Europe Government
=:,rces say this is due at least partially
:: our early liberalisation of tele-

::-:munications
This may Iook promising, but its
ror a patch on the US situation.
=irere. with some 10,000 or so EDI

=;s. US companies are already
=::;o.:ng

the faster and more efficient

:a.::ng which EDI affords US com-

:ares

-'.e

have it easier too, in that they

a more-or-less common system,

::::::r":on language, and common
,a3:-

=ameWOrk
E:rropean companies on the other

-E:,:. are

severely restricted by

HTI FEBRUARY I99O

Europe's conventional attitude to new
each county designs its own

things

system, totally

incompaiible with

Marcopolo is Go

countryi There are other

rings around the competition

specifically European problems, too.
For example, national legal restrictions
tend to prevent straightforward expeditjon of goods, particularly through
customs
Nevertheless, the nearing of the
open European market next year
should move matters along rapidly,
but we still have far to go to catch up
with the Americans Figures for the
number of EDI siied worldwide by the
turn of the century have been

apparently. After a successful launch
the Hughes HS376 satellite has been
fully tested and is now ready for use
This, hopefully disproves Sky's recent

another

estimated at around 400.000
- an
increase of some 2,800%. We (us
Europeans, that is) had better get a
move on

Another area where our traditional
European attitudes have delayed
progress is that of the future integrated

services digital network (ISDN) telephone network. ISDN is, put simply.
the complete digitalisation of the
telephone network, so that all signals
on all lines are digital lmplications of
this are that all telephones must
convert analogue voice signals into
digital before transmission, and from
digital to analogue after transmission.
Differing demands from netu,,ork providers in each country have delayed
ISDN introduction
- the concept was
first dreamed up some ten years ago.
but at last it seems we're about to get
what we deserve
lnitial trials of ISDN services are
currently underway in the UK as well

as France and Germany, following
what

known as a basic rate interface_
user
telephone line, which comprises two
B channels (each of which allows data
trans{er at 64 Kbit/s) and a D channel
(at 16 Kbit/s). Main problems up to
is

This is effectively, a single

now with these trial services

(yes

you've guessed it) is that they are
incompatible 7992isthe magic date
for compatibility
believe it when
you see it

attempts to downgrade BSB's

potential by stating the service!
finances are'floundering'.
Only a month or so after this

issue o{ ETI hits the streets, BSB

should be broadcasting satellite

television on a day-to-day basis.
Further, BSBt plans to broadcast

DataVjsion, a system of data
broadcasting by satellite for
commercial users, which will give
BSB a source of revenue right from
day

ISDN

-

A higher level of service. the
primary rate interface is also planned
for the ISDN, comprising a 2 Mbit/s
line between a network exchange and
the useri Primary rate interfaces will
be used. typically by larger organisa-

one DataVision

is therefore

to be piggy-backed on top of

going

ordinary

direct broadcast satellite television
pictures, giving a distinct financial
head-start in the satellite television
race

-

that [t! just that the content
of childreni programmes should be
carefully guided to allow television
itself to become a support tool for
parents to use as they bring up their
children.
sinister as

British Satellite Broadcasting's satellite
Marcopolo Iis up in orbit and running

even though they enter the

race late

What About The Kids?
In the Ballyhoo and hype of future
television hends such as cable, satellite
and broadcast, little has been voiced
regarding programme content Basically. as I've said often enough in this

column, we get what we deserve.
Following on from this, if we don't like
what we get, it's our own fault We can

take an analogy with the printed
medium o{ newspapers

- complaints
about the qualitg of the content of
some of the papers (the 'gutter' press)
common, yet the fact is, those same
papers appealto a wider public than
the quality' counterparts Simply,'!ou
get wot you pays fori
But this shouldn't be true of one
particular type of televised programme. I'm talking about children's
television programmes, where children themselves aren't able to decide
is

properly for themselves what to

watch You see, the viewing needs of
childen are significantly different to the
viewing needs of the rest of us
Its not that children's programmes
should be censored. No; nothing as

One of the main difficulties as you

may imagine, is the need for

a

television producing organisation to
make profit Following this precept,
children's programmes can become
second-rate programmes; produced
as extremely low budget items to fillin the hole in the day known when I
was a lad, as thildreni hour'.
Another difficulty, is nothing to do
with the programme producers. lt is

a parental concern, All too often
parents use television as a tool to keep
the kids quiet and out of the way. Sit
the kids in front of the box and get on
with the housework heard it
before? ldeally, television should be a

tool to use with the

children;

discussing with them programme
content and quality
Yet another difficulty is to get the
broadcasting standards and governmental agencies involved to even
accept that children do watch
television Even the recent White

out how the
Government proposes television of all
broadcast forms to proceed, {ails to
give an idea how the laws of supply
and demand can be used to control
the content and quality of children's
Paper, which sets

programmes

British Action for Children's
Television (BAC TV) is a recently set,

up appliance
tclevision users
seeking to guide the rangc of children's
television programmes. It atiempts to

of

meet these difficulties (and others)
head on, through a variety of means:

conferences, publication, research
projects, symposia, workshops, and

its own awards Any

interested

individual or group are invited to
participate

More about BAC TV another
time Meanwhile information may be
obtained from: British Action for
Children's Television,
Street, [-ondon
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Stephen

WlP 1PL. Telephone:

07-255 1444

Keith Brindley

tions with private branch exchanges

Already, many parts oI the

network are digital Most trunk
exchanges within the UK network for
example, are digital. Local exchanges,
most of which are presently analogue,
are in the process of being replaced by
digital counterparts. Final part of the
changeover to ISDN will the come
when user's handsets are replaced
with digital handsets But this is likely
to be a while, for the average user at
least
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Blueprint

is a

column intended to provide suggested answers

to readers' electronics design problems. Designs are only
carried outfor itemsto be published, and willnotbe prototyped
by the columnist. Circuits published in Blueprint are believed

to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping lndividual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

VE
10k

Fig.

matrices, random logic, and msi chips
intended for part or all of the required
function. The method show'n in
Fig 1, intended for the stages which
count to 9, uses a priority encoder to
translate the one o{ ten switch

1

encoders listed in my CMOS book are

One important characteristic of the
control logic is that it must
unambiguously switch on when the
delay time is completed, and must
switch off again when the duration
time is finished It must be guaranteed
not to switch on again until the circuit

T4HCxxx types As with much 74

is reset. This

series logic, BCD output is negative
logic, while positive logic is required

as shown in Fig 3, by two set/reset
latches, which can only be reset by the
reset switch When both latches are
reset, the output from the upper latch

positions to BCD The only priority

f

his month we continue the design

I

o{ rhe timing device for use by a

blind person. The plot so far: A
student is designing a timer to permit

a blind person to

record his/her

favourite radio program while away
from the house To provide a means
of setting which the blind person can
check easily. while avoiding excessive
circuit complexity, it has been decided
to use rotary switches to set the delay
time before switch on. and the on time

duration

The mains is used as the time
standard, and mains derived pulses
are counted by presettable down
counters When the delay counter

reload them with parallel data when
each counter reaches its end count.
Only when all have counted down is
the clock stopped For example,
suppose that the duration timer is set
for 0 hours 30 minutes. At the start of
the count, 0 will have been loaded
into the minutes counter, and 3 into
the tens of minutes counter At the first
clock pulse, 9 should be loaded into
the minutes counter, while the tens

holds off the OR gate When the

outputsto 1001 (decimal9) when the
unit is in run mode
For the counters which onl-v count

terminal count signal Irom the delay
timer sets that latch, the output of the

to 5, the expense of a priority encoder

on the load.

OR gate switches to logic 1, switching

The load remains switched on

NAND gate pack does the necessar!'

until the terminal count signal from the

encoding for a count oI0 to 5 This is
illustrated by Table 1, which show's
that output A is at logic 1 for three
switch positions, but outputs B and C
are only at 1 for two positions The
gate inputs are connected to these
switch positions, functioning as OR

duration timer sets the lower latch.
When this latch is set, it inhibits the
output, and it can only be reset by the

count number while counting down

even though they may load to

a

ming. Thus the minutes counter must
be set to 9 on the clock pulse after it
reacheszero, while the tens of minutes
counter must reset to 5 after reaching
zero, though of course it must wait for
the minutes counter to go round once
so that the carry input is at logic low.
There are many ways to address
this logic problem, and no method is

The down counter chains consist oI
cascaded 4-bit binary counters, with
surrounding circuitry designed to

accomplished,

is not justified. The triple 3 input

duration counter commences. While

Counter Reset

quad NAND gate pack is used to
invert the signals and to set the

is

This illustrates a crucial aspect o{
the counter programming logic. The
counters must load to their maximum

different number on initial program-

was described last month The next
part of the design is the programming
logic

to program the down counters- A

function

counter counts down to 2.

reaches zero it is held stopped and the
this counter is active. the load remains
switched on The basic count structure

Control [.ogic

clearly the only correct one. Three
main categories of solution are diode

gates

in negative logic The diode

connected to the preset line holds the
outputs to 0101 (decimal 5) except
while the counters are initially loaded
from the switch information
These circuit modules are used in
each suitable programming position
for the two counters. The logic Ior the
0-1-2 count is too kivial to draw

reset switch.

ln this circuit, the load itself

is

switched by a triac, triggered via an
opto triac This provides adequate
isolation for safety reasons, so long as

the board layout is adequate.

a

snubber network is included across
the triac. {or protection purposes, and

to

absorb small amounts of high
frequency energy generated by the
switch on. The capacitor should be
class X rated for safety. This is a rating

for capacitors to be connected to the

mains supply in situations where

a

short circuit will not result in hazard of
electric shock Capacitors so rated
show a specified resistance to break-

down under voltage spikes, and a

specific level of resistance to
TC FROM
OELAY
COUNTEB

combustion

INHIBIT

electronic designs, because the

3<3
PBESET

TC FROM

It is easy to overlook this

type of safety consideration in

TO CE
OF DELAY
COUNTER

10n

cLASS X

incidence of catastrophic fallure even
of components not specifically rated

for safety is very low However, a
failure to avoid the potential one

DURATION

disaster out of many tens of thousands

COUNTER

of possible failures is not worth the
risk

The triac chosen to switch the
Fis. 3

10

load, the T[C206D is chosen because
it has a reasonable maximum cunent
rating (4A if properly heatsunk) is
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function to the timers which one can
buy nowadays for this sort of job

However, the work

of writing

a

program for a one-off design exerclse
is completely out of proportion
Equally, there are several different

ways in which the hardware could
have been designed, and because o{
the modularform in which it has been
presented, the reader may choose to
use one part as designed while totally
redesigning another part To cite an
obvious example, the divide by 6000
circuitry couid equally have been

implemented using a 4526 binary
down counter, or even a prom and a
latch!

Fig. 4
sturdy and does not easily break down

which may make testing easier

under voltage spikes, and triggers

counters. This gives rise to the wave-

The divide by 375 circuit employs
the same principles as the jndividual
timer stages shown last month The
sequences of operation is as follows;
the counters are set to count down in
binary mode, and every time the

form diagram shown in Fig 5

reliably at a low gate current.

Frequency Divider
The basic timing frequency is derived
from rectified mains, and is thus
100H2. The timer circuits have been

designed to work with an input
frequency oI one pulse per minute,
and to provide this frequency the
100H2 must be divided by 6000 At
first sight, it is not clear how best to do
this One good technique is to find out
the largest binary number by which it
can be divided to produce an integer.
Dividing 6000 by 16 gives the answer
375, so the divider may be made from
rwo stages, one dividing by 375 and
the other by 16 A circuit to do this is
illustrated in Fig 4.
Several types of counters would
be suitable for this job, but 4029s have
been chosen to be consistent with the
rest of the circuitry. The divide by 16
part of the circuit is very straightiorward
- the 4029 is simply clocked
and allowed to count round, and the
output is taken from the most significant bit Having this part of the circuit
-ast ensures an even mark:space ratio,

terminal count output

of a

less

significant counter swiiches. the more
significant counter is allowed to clock
once In this way. the counters count
down from whatever binary number
is programmed into all the counters
considered as a unit In the citcuit as
shown, the most significant bit is on

the right, and in order to divide by
375, it is necessary to program 374
into the counters as the state following

the zero In this way, lherc are 375
possible counter states, including zero

The binary representation of 374 is
101110110, and the connections to
the program inputs of the counters
represent this number
The design of this divider showed
a minor error in the design of the
counters last month. In order to avoid
the counters remaining in state zero for
two clock pulses, it is necessary to
clock the D{ype flipflop from a signal
out of phase with that clocking the

Power Supply
The power supply for this circuit

is

straight{orward. Because T4HCxxx
logic is used in the circuit, a 5V power
supply is necessary The current
consumption is low, so the power
supply design itself is conventional,
and the voltage regulator probably
doesn't need a heat sink An extra
diode is added to the circuit in order
to provide an unsmoothed, rectified
signal from which a clock can be
derived One part of a 4093 quad
Schmitt NAND gate is used to convert
the half sinewave pulses into a clean
clock signal Resistors are used to limit
the input signal to the 4093, and a
small capacitor is used to reject mains

interterence

This is the last of the modules
forming this timer project. The interconnection of these modules should
be more or less obvious, and is left to

the reader It is hoped that

the
principles shown in these simple
sequential digital designs will assist
readers in their own designs.

Alternatives
This is clearly not the only way in
which this project could have been
designed I suspect that if it had been
a design for substantial production, a
microprocessor would have been
used, possibly something like a280,
or perhaps even a single chip device.
The gadget would probably have

worked on real-time instead of
duration, and would have included

COUNTER
STATE

a

battery backed real time clock. It
would. in fact, have been nearer in

Fig, 5

ln any event, if a hardware design
had been required for production it is
likely that several designs would have
been carried out on paper and costed
It is not often clear at the start of a
design which way will cost less For
example, will one expensive chip save
more than its cost of cheaper ones?
Wili it be cheaper to use a slightly
cheaper ic for one part of the circuit,
or to stick to a more expensive one

used elsewhere
discounts, and

to get

quantity

to cut

stores costs?
These questions are rarely considered
in amateur project design, but for a
student of design it is important at Ieast
to know that the questions exist

Throughout the design, it has
been assumed that two rows of
switches would be used to set delay
and duration With a little alteration to
the circuitry. but wirhout a serious
redesign, it would be possible to use
only one row of switches, but to have
two programming buttons, one to
program delay, and the other to

program duration.
As the circujt stands, it has very
Iittle resistance to the effect of power
cuts. This situation could be improved

by several methods: first of all. one
could simply include a much larger
power supply storage electrolytic to
maintain the power suppJy during
power cuts of up to, perhaps, five
seconds. If this were inadequate. a
battery could be included to provide
a much longer period of operation.
and if it were necessary to majntian
approximate timing during a power
cut of several minutes, a phase locked

loop with a very limited locking range

could be included between the 4093
clock pulse generator and the frequency divider ln this way, timing
would be maintained, perhaps to an
accuracy of 5% of the period of the
power cut
These are just a few ideas as to
how the modules shown in this design

could be modified and employed.
Because, in common with most
blueprint designs, this circuit has not

805

t

been prototyped, it is entirely possible

lzo,

that it will contain other errors of a
simllar level to that of rhe missing

t0k

f

'

16V

I

47u

inversion of the clock pulse to the D-

type flipflop [t falls to the reader to
correct such minor design problems

10k

once the princlples have been laid out

]oss

TO CLOCK
OR

IVEF

Also, of course, it would surely spoil
the {un if the student who made the
originalenquiry had no further work
to do to produce the final project

Andrew Armstrong
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MAKIATG VN.ES

A feature of any L-C tuned circuit is that the

phase relationship between its energising current and
induced voltage variesoverthe range -90o to +90o

and equals zero at a cenlre frequency given

,:
'

by

zt[tc
-l-

Figure 1 gives zero overall phase shift and thus

oscillates at this centre frequency With the
component values shown, the frequency can be
c3
47n

varied from LMHz to 2MHz via C1, but i n practice the
basic circuit can easily be designed to operate at
frequencies ranging from tens of Hz (by using a
laminated iron-core transformer) up to tens or
hundreds of MHz.

R3
1kO

Fig. 1 Tuned-collector feedback L-C oscillator

+
R1

4k7

L1

R2

2 5mH

470k

n,

c3

o1

2N3904

lOOn

Fig.

3

37kHz Colpitts L-C oscillator
+
R1

Fig. 2 Basic Hartley L-C oscillatol

Ray Marston presents
the second half of his
mini-series showing a
bumper bundle of
sinewave ckcuits

c1

n December's episode we looked at a variety

of practical C-R based sine-wave oscillator
circuits. This month we conclude by investigating the L-C oscillator and sine-wave
synthesiser designs.

10n
L1

2 5mH

R2

470k

c2
33n

n

g

ot
2N3904

L.C Oscillator Circuits
The C-R sine-wave oscillator circuits that we looked
at previously are usefulfor generating signals ranging
from a few Hz up to a maximum of tens or hundreds
of kHz only. L-C oscillators, on the other hand, are
useful for generating signals ranging from a few tens
of kHz to hundreds of MHz.
A transistor L-C oscillator consists, in essence, of
a simple transistor amplifier stage plus a frequencyselective L-C network that gives appropriate positive
feedback between its output and input. L-C networks
have inherently high 'Q' or frequency-selectivity, so

such oscillators consequently tend

to

produce

reasonably pure sine-wave outputs, even when the
oscillator's loop gain is far greater than unity.

Many different versions of the transistor L-C
oscillator are in common use. The simplest is the
tuned collector feedback oscillator, an example of
which is shown in Fig.1. Here Q1 is wired as a
common emitter amplifier with base bias provided via
R1, R2 and with emitter resistor R3 decoupted to highfrequency signals via C2. Ll,Cl forms the tuned

collector circuit, and collector-to-base feedback is
provided via L2, a small winding inductively coupled
to L1 This provides a transformer action
- by
selecting the phase of this feedback signal, the circuit
can be made to givezero loop phase shift at the tuned
frequency so that if the loop gain (determined by T1's

turns ratio) is greater than unity, the circuit will
oscillate.

12

4k7

c3

Fig. 4 80kHz Gouriet or Clapp L-C oscillator

Circuit Variations
Figure 2 shows a simple variation of the Fig.1 design,

this particular circuit being known as a Hartley
oscillator. Here, collector load inductor L1 is tapped
20% down from its top, and the circuit's positive
supply railis connected to this tap point. The inductor
thus gives an auto-transformer action in which the
signal voltage appearing at the top of Ll is 180" out
of phase with that on its low (Ql collector) end. The
signal voltage from the top of the coil (which is 180o
out of phase with the collector signal) is coupled to
Q1 base via isolating capacitor C2
- the circuit thus
oscillates at a centre frequency determined by the L-

C values.
Note from the above description that oscillator
action depends on a tommon signal'tapping point
being made into the tuned circuit, so that a phasesplitting autotransformer action is obtained. This
tapping point does not in fact have to be made in the
actual tuning coil, the tuning capacitor can be used
as in the Colpitts oscillator shown in Fig.3. This
particular circuit oscillates at about 37kHz.
Note here that C1, is in parallelwith Q1's output

capacitance and C2 is in parallel with its input
capacitance. Consequently changes in Q1 capacit-
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They contain a linear triangle waveform generator that
has its frequency controlled by a simple external C-R
network, and this waveform is then shaped into a sine
form via an integral non-linear amplifier. The major
advantages are that the frequency is variable via a
single external resistor or capacitor, that the frequency
can easily be varied from a fraction of a Hz to hundreds
of kHz, and that the waveform is free of 'bouncel
Disadvantages are that sinewave outputs have typical
distortion factors of 0 5% in the case of the XR-2206.
and 2V" in the case of the 8038. Also the ICs are fairly

R1

27k

R2
10k

..

a

expensrve.

XR-22O6 Circuits
Fig. 5 Basic Reinartz L-G oscillator
ance (due to thermal shifts and so on) cause a change
in frequency This effect can be minimised (and good

frequency stability obtained) by making C1 and C2
Jarge relative to the internal capacitance of Q1
A modification of the Colpitts oscillator. known
as the Clapp or Gouriet oscillator, is sho,,vn in Fig 4
Here a furiher capacitor (C3) is wired in series with

TheXR 2206 is a sophisticated 16-pin IC capable of
generating high-quality sine, square, triangle, ramp
and pulse waveforms at frequencies from a fraction
of a Hz to hundreds of kHz, using either resistance or
voltage control of frequency, and of generating either
FN'I. AM, or FSK forms of waveform modulation It
can operate from either single-ended or dual power

supplies For our present purpose we are only

L1 and has a value that is small relative to C1 and C2

Consequently, the circuit's resonant frequency is
determined mainly by the values of L1 and C2 and

is almost independent of variations in transistor
capacitances. This circuit thus gives excellent
lrequency stability With the component va)ues
shown, it oscillates at about 80kHz
Figure 5 shows the so-called Reinartz oscillator
l-{ere the tuning coil has three inductively coupJed
'.,"'indings. Positive feedback is obtained by coupl g
:he collector and emitter signals of the transistor a

.iindings L1 and L2 Both of these inductors are
:oupled to L3 and the circuit oscillates at a frequency
:etermined by L3 and C1. The diagram shows typical
:o jl-turns ratios for a circuit designed to oscillate at a

::ru hundred kHz
Finally, to complete this look at basic L-C

Fig. 6 465kHz BFO with va.icap tuning

-scillators, Fig.6 shows how the Fig.1 design can be

::odified so that it acts as a 465kHz beat-frequency
::cillator (BFO) that is 'Varicap' tuned via potentio::eter RVl. Here, a standard 465kHz transistor IF
.:nsformer (T1) is used as the L-C tuned circuit and
as an inexpensive Varicap
- :Ce or voltage-variable capacitor
It is a simple fact that when any silicon diocie is

-. con diode D1 is used

:=. erse biased it exhibits a capacitance thai varies with
:-< applied voltage
the capacitance is greatest
. -.en the voltage is iow, and is least when the voltage
..gh. Varicap diodes are specially manufactured to

-

.

=,:.oit the effect, but the ordinary 1N4001 silicon

, ::a

can be used for the same purpose, as in Fig 6

SINE OF
TRIANGLE
OUTPUT
RVl
OUTPUT
LEVEL
CONTROL

--:racitor C2 (whtch gives DC isolation between e1

SOUARE.WAVE
OUTPUT

'-: D1) and tapacitor'D1 are wired in series The
- --:-nation is effectively wired across the T1 tuned
- -:- : (since the circuiti supply rails are shorted

'-:=:r,er

as

far as AC signals are concerned) Con-

--r:-?rtly. the oscillator's centre frequency can be
= =: by altering the capacitance of D1 via RV1

Sinewave Synthesisers
- - : c:rcuits so far are oscillator types that give direct
: : ,:,e generation Sinewaves can also be pro--:=: by synthesising them from other types of
: ::::ri. and several manufacturers produce
-.-:=:=d rvaveform synthesiser'lCs that use this
-'- -:.. The best known of these ICs are the
.: -: -a produced by Exar Integrated Systems Inc,
-

-

- =::.a

and the 8038, which is available from a

ci manufacturers.
---=:
:

-::. of these ICs work in the same basic way

::I
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7 XR-zzOO block diagram and basic 'sine/square/triangle' waveform
generator connections
concerneci r,,1th using the IC in its most basic modes
!Vith thjs in mind Fig.7 shows the IC (complete
rvith internal block diagram) connected as a simple
sine square, triangle generator that is powered from
a dual poirer supply
The cjrcuit operates as {ollows. The heart of the
XR 22C)C is a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).
u,hich is driven via a pair of current switches The
VCOs main timing capacitor C (1n0 to 100p) is wired
betu,een pins 5 and 6, and its timing resistor R (4k0

13

Cl

f

VALUE

BANGE

10Hz-100H2
100H2-lkHz

1uO
10On

10n

'lkHz-1OkHz

1nO

lOkHz-lOOkHz

LEVEL
PRESET

c

RV1 l:.]

liJ

FREOUENCY

Fig.

I

cq

OUTPUT
LEVEL

1Ou

Simple XR-2206 based wide-range (1OHz to lOOkHz) winewave generator using a single-ended
power supply

C1 VALUE

f

'lu0

10Hz-10OHz

RANGE

100n

lO0Hz-1kHz

10n

lkHz-lOkHz

1n0

lOkHz-1O0kHz

RV4

4k7
OUTPUT
LEVEL

xR-2206

i

RV1

t

l-- ct

=

F
I
.l

i
I

Fig' 9 High-performance XR-2206 based wide-range sinewave generator using dual power supplies
to 200k) is wired between pins 7 and 12 (the negative

rffi
F--d
*cF{

IJ
H

LJ
14

supply line terminal) The VCO generates a linear
ramp waveform with a frequency of 1,/RC Hz. When
this ramp

rising the VCO switches Q1 on, and when
off A synchronous square wave
output is thus available at pin 11 by wiring this pin high
via a 15k resistor. as shown,
The actual ramp waveform is fed into the'multiplier and sine shaper'block and is subsequently made
directly available at a high impedance level on pin 3,
or in buffered form in pin 2, If pins 13 and 14 are open
is

it is falling it turns Q1

circuit this waveform is unmodified and appears as a
linear ramp, but if a resistan ce oI about220R is wired
between these pins the 'multiplier and sine shaper'
block exponentially reduces the peaks of the input
ramp waveforms and produces a sinewave output.
This sinewave has a typical distortion of about2t/zch.
but can be reduced to 0,5oo by trimming the pin 13,14
resistor value.
Figure 8 shows how the above points can be put
to practical use to make a simple but useful variablefrequency sinewave generator that uses a single-

ended power supply The operating frequency

is

inversely proportional to the values of C1 and
R1-RV1. and can be varied from 10Hz to 100kHz in
four decade ranges by using the C1 values shown
The output amplitude is fully variable via RV2 but can
have its maximum value preset via RV3. The waveform distortion is typically less than 2 5 percent
Figure 9 shows how the circuit can be modified

for operation from dual power supplies and how
sinewar,,e distortion can be reduced to a typical value

of 0 57o by adjustment of preset controls RV2 and

RV5 These two controls must be adjusted in unison
to give minimal distortion when the circuit is first built,
and need no further adjustment thereafter
Note in the above two circuits that the maximum
output level can be preset via RV3, which should be
set to give a maximum output of less than 2V RMS,
to prevent excessive distortion.

8038 Circuit
Our final circuit, Fig.10, shows how an 8038 IC can
be used to make a wide-range generator that uses dual
power supplies This IC operates in roughly the same
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F

way as the XR-22O6, but has its frequency controlled
by the values of R1, R2 (these resistors should have

equal values) and C1, also by the control voltage
applied to pin 8 of the IC. The frequency is lowest
when this voltage is close to the positive supply rail
value and increases as the voltage moves downwards.
Thus in Fig.10, the frequency can be varied via
C1 and RV1, and the minimum and maximum frequency range spans can be preset via RV2 and RV3
respectively.
Each span can in fact be varied over a very wide
range, but in practice is best limited to the 10:1 span
ranges indicated in the table. Note that preset pots

RV4 and RV5 enable the sine waveform to

be

trimmed for minimum distortion.
Another point about the 8038 is that its pin 2
sinewave output terminal needs to be fed to the
outside world via high-impedance buffer stage. In the
diagram this is achieved via a 3140 op-amp, wired as
a unity-gain voltage follower that drives RV6, which
in turn acts as an output level control
To initially set up the Figure 10 circuit, give C1
a 47n value, set RV1 to maximum and trim RV3 to
set 1kHz. Now set RV1 to minimum and trim RV2 to

set 100H2. Repeat this process until no further
adjustment is needed then trim RV4 and RV5 to give
minimum sinewave distortion. The circuit is then
ready for use.

C1 VALUE
RV2

4?On

1ko

47n

SET
MIN

f

RANGE NOMINAL

lOHz-10OHz

4n7

lO0Hz-lkHz
lkHz-lOkHz

47Op

10kHz-'lO0kHz

'

t-l
Itr
r-l
-{

ll
-l
i-.{

Fl
E.n

RV,I

4k7

RV3

22k

SET

I

MAX

Fig. 10 8038 based wide-range sinewave generator using dual power supplies
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SCRAIUIBLE
unlikely that this revenue will continue to grow to an
extent sufficient to finance the dozens of different
channels likely to be available to cable subscribers over

the next few years.

Bring On The Sub
Opinion polls and practical experience over a number
of years have shown that some viewers are prepared
to pay a premium to receive extra services, especially
if the new service offers something different from the
main channels (recently premiered cinema films or
live sporting events for example) . If revenue is io be
generated from such programmes, the programmes
must be unwatchable to those who do not wish to pay

Jim Slater explains
how cable and satellite
broadcasters make
mush out of A
pertecily good pictarn

a subscription fee. Although in theory it would be

possible to achieve this discrimination between the

to encdde:or icramble the signals radiated from the

head
with
pictu

ing those viewers who choose to pay
ate descrambling box to restore the
al.
Sucfr subscription-television or toll-television falls

into
regu

pes of system. The first type is a
on in order to be able to receive

that shown ln Fig. 1 (based on Rediffusion system
deSign). It is not strictly necessary to have interaction
as

$,naturally tend to
.o,$

t€inA
ti
o

thA techniqal aspects of

an. it is importanr to
I rthat:: the in'btallation and

along the cable network for 'pay-per-view to take
place. since a simple system could be envisaged where
a phone call to the head end would request that a

qabled distribution
lityof
finance,
:l
1.,.'r" Many

partieularprogrammebesent along the line, and the

fact
frcc

A fairly recent term embracing the various methods
of pay-television is tonditional access', where the
viewer has access to programmes only when certain
conditions have been satisfied Although the most
usual condition will be that money has to be paid, this
is by no means the only possible arrangement. Itcould
be that specialprogrammes for the medicatprofession
or containing Iists of confidential information could be
made available only to those who type in a special
password.

to their latgpayers,
rRrrlunitv Antenna

operator would then check on the credit status o{ the
customer before switching through the appropriate
programme
- no urc for large-scale commercial
systems but feasible in a hotel. say.

Conditional Access

crl'annelsr There is

dvertieing,can be
increased to provide some extra revenue, but it seems
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'encryption' is used in more complex systems to cover
the way in which various'key'signals are transmitted
along with the picture information to enable the

decoder box to decipher the incoming signals,
unlocking the system so that the pictures can be

unscrambled.
Fig. 2 shows the basic principles of how any
encryption and key distribution method of scrambling
works.
We have already mentioned that scrambling is
usually carried out to prevent viewers who have not
paid for watching particular programmes but this is by

no means the only reason. Some operators use
scrambling as a sensible way of minimising their
copyright liabilities. As an example, some European
broadcasters are radiating by satellite services which
are primarily or exclusively intended for reception by

cable head ends. These operators encrypt their
programmes so that they can tell accurately how many
viewers are actually watching its programme services.
This means that copyright payments need to be made
for only the limited number of viewers connected to
cable systems with the approved decoder, whereas
if the programmes were not scrambled, the copyrightprotection agencies would delightedly claim that
payment was due for millions of off-air viewers all over
Europe.
Political considerations can also give rise to
scrambling, as can be seen by the fact that quite a few
European governments (and not just those of the
Eastern bloc) have insisted that transmissions from
satellites are scrambled in order to prevent their own
nationals from being able to receive them
- perhaps
1n an attempt to protect their domestic television
services from competition

No practicaltechnique of scrambling, even those
using sophisticated encryption techniques, can be

considered absolutely secure. Even the complex
active line rotation systems described below can be
:racked if sufficient time, money and computing

lower are devoted to the task. Some enthusiasts with
:onsiderable technical knowledge will undoubtedly
rbtain the same sort of illicit thrill out of trying to break
-:to the more complex systems that computer hackers
:et from breaking security shells in main frames. But
::,e cable operator is not too worried about these rare
',iividuals and is concerned only to have a scrambling
.-stem that is secure enough to ensure that the
3, erage viewer will not be able to gain unauthorised
::cess. To do this he must use a system with decoders
:: a design which ensures that it would not be worth
...:,:le Ior a 'pirate' manufacturer to build them in
:.rantity, and he should use an excryption system
...
-ich allows the 'key' information to be changed so
::.quently that it is just not practicable for a 'pirate'

F]

than the receiver was expecting. The viewer who paid
to watch the extra channels would have the necessaru
frequency downconversion done in this'descramblei'
box.
Such methods are still used to scramble the
sound part of a programme in addition to scrambling
the video, and various subcarrier frequencies from as
low as 12.5kHz to as high as 62.5kHz are used, but
other more sophisticated techniques are also in use.
Sometimes the conventional sound carrier is omitted
and digital sound signals are sent in the linesynchronising periods using a lower-cost version of
the'sound-in-syncs'type of system used by broad-

z
n

E
-tr

casters

Traps
Probably the simplest method of preventing a viewer
who has not paid to subscribe to various premium
channels from receiving the pictures is to insert a
sharply tuned notch filter into the cable system at the
point where the customer's service drop is taken from
the network, or at some other point on the customer's
premises before the receiver. This fairly crude
mechanism is usually a completely passive device
made up from inductors and capacitors. It attenuates
the strength of the premium-channel signal so that the
receiver does not get enough signal to provide an
acceptable picture Such an arrangement of tuned
circuits can be placed in series with normal cable or,
preferably, shunted across the cable to ensure that
signals at the frequency of the premium channel do
not reach the customer! receiver
Since it would be a relatively simple matter for
any would-be 'pirate' customer to disconnect such a
device or tamper with jts tuning so as to minimise its

Fl
t-l

E

z

rejection, traps have to be mounted in a secure
environment, such as a sealed metal box.
Although it is technically very easy for the cable
system operator to remove the trap if a customer
wishes to subscibe to the service (and vice versa) the

XEYS ARE SENT ALONG THIS CHANNEL TO
ACTIVATE THE OECODING ALGORITHM

Fig. 2 Basic principles of any encryption and key distribution system

..e.rer to keep up with the changes.
The scrambling and descrambling of most
- ::rposite' television pictures (those colour pictures

2 ADD SINE WAVE AT LINE FREOUENCY

-:.rg NTSC, PAL or SECAM), generally

gives rise to
=:::e loss of picture quality, and care needs to be
--.en by the operator to ensure that any degradations

=:: rept ro an absolute minimum
EFFECTIVELY'SCBAMBLED

Conditional Access Techniques
--.
=

Fig. 3 The sinewave sync suppression technique

r'ery earliest techniques for preventing un-

----^.:rised access to television channels concentrated

:- :ar-noving the audio signals, presumably on the
:,...-. :hat viewers would not watch pictures without
-=
=:und These days it is always considered essential
: -:c:)'the pictures as well. One early method was
:- :,-rt a second sound carrier to mask the audio
-:::::ation on the main carrier until it was filtered out,
..-: a:orher was to heterodyne the standard audio
:-:,:::T:er so that it appeared on a higher frequency

ETI FEBRUARY I99O
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GATING WAVEFORM

EFFECTIVELY CANCELLED

Fig, 4 The gated sync technique
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signal along with the sound programme signal, with
approved descramblers using this timing information
to trigger the generation of new sync pulses which are

added

to the

radio-frequency signals

in

the

descrambler box. More exotic versions of the same
technique can vary the amount of sync-pulse

OATA PERIOD
ISYNC INFORMATION
PLUS SOUND}

attenuation from line to line in a pseudo-random

++l

manner, with the encryption signal telling the

10us APPBOX

descrambler how to keep up with the changes in the
transmitted waveform.
Such techniques are only partially successful,

Fig. 5 Basic MAC line waveform

because many modern receiver designs have
synchronising circuits that can keep a picture
synchronised even if only a few properly timed

synchronising signals are received from time to time
(flywheel sync). In any case most television pictures
contain enough repetitive information to enable some
receivers to synchronise in the absence of perfect sync
pulses.

Another rather more effeclive method of using
sync suppression to achieve scrambling is to add a
Iarge-amplitude sine wave at line frequency to the
baseband video signal (as in Fig 3). Since the receiver
sync-detection circuits will be looking for the most

of the demodulated video
waveform (this usually being the bottom of the sync
negative-going part

pulses) ihey will lock instead to the most negative part

of the sine wave, and thus make nonsense of the
picture.
he encryption

tl

th
whic

telling

\/
I

ave

to compensate
ed at source, is

in the form of low-level amplitude
modulation of the audio carrier.
Yet another method of providing scrambling by

transmitted

/\
(bt

modification of the sync pulses

is

to gate-out the sync

pulses on transmission (Fig. 4) by adding a lineFig. 6 Simplified diagrams of (a) non-scrambled waveform showing
possible cut points in the case of double-cut component

rotation and lb) waveform scrambled by double-cut
component rotation
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frequency gating waveform of opposite polarity to that
of the syn c pu lses, so th at they are effectiv ely cancelled
out, or significantly reduced in amplitude. The inverse

of the gating waveform is then transmitted as
amplitude modulation of the audio carrier (or

job involves a technician having to visit the premises
on each occasion that a change is required
- ana
expensive exercise, especially if the system offers
choice of premium channels on different frequencies
Where several premium channels are offered for a
block payment, the frequency response ofthe hap can
be arranged to cover a band of frequencies containing
all these programmes.

sometimes on a completely separate carrier). When
this signal is added to the main carrier signal in the
descrambling unit the sync pulses are effectively
restored to normal.

Reverse Traps

the signalsfordisplay However, astaticmethodsuch
as this would rapidly be overcome by the addition of a
very simple piece of circuihy in the receivers of wouldbe 'pirate'viewers, More sophisticated methods of this
type have therefore been developed, where the video
waveform is inverted line by line, or frame by frame on
a pseudo-random basis, sometimes using scene
changes in the transmitted picture to start a sequence
of inversion, The inlormation necessary to enable the
receiver to follow the inversion sequence can be sent
as coded information in the picture-blanking intervals,
or can be built into the descrambler unit in the form of
a computer program on an IC chip.
Some scrambling systems make life even more

If the cable operator inserts an extra

radio-frequency

spoiler'signal into thatpart ofthe frequency spectrum
between the high-frequency edge of the vision signal
and the sound carrier, it distorts both vision and sound
signals and generally renders them unwatchable.
Customers prepared to pay for the premium channel
are supplied with a notch filter which cuts out the
inter{ering carrier and restores the signals to normal.
This method suffers from the same practical disadvantages as the n ormaltrap, but in addition it is to be
deplored because the addition of extra signals to any
cable system ls bound to increase the possibility of
intermodulation products occurring, which can give
rise to various Iorms of patterning interference or buzzes

on sound.

Video Inversion
At its simplest, this technique merely takes the video
signaJ. inverts it, and uses the decoder box to re -in vert

difficult for potential pirates by combining various
techniques, and a combination of sync suppression
and random video inversion can prove very effective.

Sync Attenuation Or Suppression

Variable Line Delay

A very common technique

This technique introduces various delays into some
of the lines of the television picture video signal on a
preudo-random basis, and the encryption signal tells
the descrambler to switch in various line delays to
correspond with the transmitted picture.

amplitude

oi the

is

to reduce the sync pulse

radio-frequency signals by

attentuation at the head end Sometimes the required
excryption
information) is then sent as an amplitude-modulated

sync pulse timing information (the
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Properly controlled this system can be very
ef{ective, giving rise to pictures that are just
recognisable but of very poor definition, but

type without distortion occurring.
The technique used is known as Active Component Rotation, and Fig. 7 indicates how the basic

unfortunate experiences when the system was first

scrambling process is carried.

in

France (where pirate decoder designs

The luminance and colour-difference com-

appeared in amateur radio construction magazines
as soon as the new service started), Ied to the system
getting a reputation for poor security. Changes have
now been made to the way in which the delays are
implemented, which make the system far less open

ponents on each line of the picture are each cut into
two parts, the cut points being determined as pafr of

used

to abuse.

Hidden Channels
Some cable systems rely on the fact that they can use
frequencies over the cable which are not permitted
for over-air broadcast use, and which cannot therefore
be received on an ordinary 'teceiver. Thus a cable
operator might transmit premium programmes on a
frequency below the normal television band, and
provide subscribers to this service with descrambling
boxes that are just radio-frequency converters which
will provide an output at a frequency suitable for use
with a normal television receiver The risk with this
method of operation is that viewers may be able to get
hold of multi-band receivers which could tune directly
to the cable frequency, but in many countries this
would be a di{ficult and expensive business for the
would-be'pirate' viewer.

Scrambling MAC Signals
Line Rotation

-

Active

Many readers will know that the high-power Direct
Broadcast Satellites such as the French TDFl that is
now radiating, and the British BSB satellite, do not
use PAL or SECAM but a new higher-quality broadcasting system called MAC. The MAC, or Multiplexed
Analogue Components type of signal is made up of
individual components which are transmitted in time-

division multiplexed form, so that a typical television
,ine looks like Fig. 5. It has been found that it is much
simpler to scramble and descramble a signal of this

SOURCE
COMPONENT

the encryption mechanism by a pseudo-randomnumber generator Each of the two parts is then
interchanged (effectively rotated about the cut point)
so that the chrominance and luminance information
on each line is scrambled before being transmitted.
There is a choice of 256 cut points during each of the
luminance and chrominance transmission periods.
When both luminance and chrominance signals
are cut and transposed as described above, the

technique is known as 'double-cut component
rotation', or 'double-cut active line rotationl but the
system allows for the simpler option of just the
luminance component being scrambled, in which
case the technique is called 'single-cut . . .i The
double-cut system is the most secure, but provision
has been made for the simpler method because of
fears that there might be problems when the double-

cut scrambled signals are passed over less-than-

perlecl cable networks which could introduce
amphtude,/frequency-response distortion and line tilt.

AUTHORISATION KEY

rd

F{
l-{

trl

a

Practical work on real cable systems showed that
any transient effects due to possible problems with line
tilt were masked by the small amounts of noise present

in any such cable network, and no

significant
difference could be detected between the single-cut
and double-cut forms of scrambling.
The use of multiplexed analogue component
signals in broadcasiing is fairly new, and the systems
now being developed are expected to have to cope

SCRAMBLED SOURCE
COMPONENT (OVER-AIR)

DESCRAMBTING
SEOUENCE

SEOUENCE

CONTROL WORD

zm

These faults could lead to problems of transients
occurring at cut points when the scrambled parts of
the picture come to be reassembled in the recelver.
Theoretical work suggested that the line tilt would
have to be less than about 0.5% if the components
were to be put together without error when using a
double-cut system.

SCRAMBIING

CONTROL WORO

ffiI

(OVER.AIR)

LOCAL CONTROL WORD

LOCAL CONTROL WORD

ENCRYPTED CONTROL WOBDS
AND OTHER MESSAGES

AUTHORISATION
KEY

ENCRYPTION

OISTBIBUTION KEY
DISTRIBUTION KEY
(PHYSICAL TRANSFER: eg SMART CARD)

Fig. 7 Simplified block diagram of MAC conditional access syst€m
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MAC chip sets
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mbling box

is

been

bution satellite

A simplified description of the conditional access

transmissions intended for reception at cable head
ends use the MAC transmission format. The other
benefits of using MAC, such as better noise perform_
ance and lack of cross-colour, are regarded as better

provided as an integral part of the MAC specification
are extremely comprehensive, and for that reason,
rather complex.
be seen
2 which

ack of cross-colour, are
dental bonus. A group of
manufacturers has de-

ion and

The luminance and chrominance components
of the MAC signal are first of all scrambled as dlscribed

signed the multi-standard MAC receiver chip set
outlined below, which should enable the beneiits of
a complex_scrambling

and conditional-access system

to be made available to satellite and cable

system

operators at a very Iow cost to the viewer.

Public-key Cryptography
ds of providing the neces

but a system known
seems likely to gain

be f.ree, then a predetermined 'local' control word is
used as the encryption key Areceiver which sees an
incoming signal encrypted with this'local,control word
the signal
that

recognition among the European companies who are
broadcasting via satellites to cable head ends.
The basic idea is shown in Fig. 8. The encryption
key used at the rransmitting end can be differeniirom
the decryption key used in the receiver. This means
that one of the ke9's (the transmission key) could be
made public. giving a great deal of flexibility to the

with

be able to w
nt. If at some

mes

the
credit card conraining a microchip which the viewer
wouJd plug into hjs receiver.
The matched pair of k
two large pri.'ne numbe
together. only rhe product
The basic securit!, of such

,time

Where a programme is to be charged for, the
the control word by means of an
and as a futher security measure

key is itself encrypted by

The
receiv
and he w
his

z
E
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E-t

tr

d picture

a

until

control word.

ontrol word if

he can decrypt the authorisation key which was used
at source to encrypt the control word. To be able to

decryptthe authorisation key, the use needs his own
'personal distribution key' (which might be built into
the receiver or be a personal identification number that
he types into th e receiver) and also a 'validation signali

which is transmitted along with the program.n".1h"
various access control signals (the encrypted version

of the control word and validation signal),

transmi
are ther
MAC tr

are

ata burst of the MAC signal and
available as an integralpart ofthe

This 'butlt-in' scrambling ability of MAC

transmissions is proving very popular with a wide

consu
determine
-bit number
o

ise large
keys (as

over 20

years to facronse using the fastest computers available

today). No s5'stem is crack proof however, and the
systems currentl! being considered for use on cable
systems ha,. e to take into account security, complexity
and practicabilltg,.
h is inrer

also

thinking

ig;:ff.;

position into r
ey are not
left totally out
be broken
into. In the United Srates with the Videocipher system,

pirates went

to consjderable technical lengths to

exhact keys from existing authorised receivers in order
to duplicate these for use in 'pirate'receivers. This has
Ieft system operarors in no doubt that their security
systems must remain fJexible if they are to outwit the

illegal users.
Jim Slater's book Cable Television Tbchnology is

published b9 Ellis Horwood Ltd, Chichester. tSbN
0-7458 0108-0
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arth current signalling was conceived by
Professor Steinheilof Bavaria in 1838 He

observed that when a battery was
connected to two earthed rods spaced
some distance apart, the current does not

take a narrow direct route between the two rods. but
spreads over a wide area in a pattern that can be
likened to the magnetic field oI a bar magnet
Stein heil connected a'strong' battery, consisting
of a number of Daniel or Bunsen cells in series, via
a telegraph key to a pair of earth rods (a base) set
100m apart (Fig 1) When the key was pressed, a
current was detected by a galvanometer connected
GALVANOMETER

to a similar pair of earth rods (detector base) set
parallel about 100m away Changing the position of
the detector base relative to the transmitter base,
Steinheil was able to plot the current's distribution field
Steinheil's galvanometer was only sensitive
enough to detect current within a radius little more
than the base Iength Nonetheless, he believed that
a progressively weakening current field extended to
infinity and by using a stronger battery and a more
sensitive detector. this fieLd could be used for wireless
communication Unfortunately. the pioneers had no

concept of signal magnification and their passive
detectors lacked the sensitivity necessary to exploit the
system,
A practical comr.runication system had to await

the development of the triode valve and

active

receivers 65 years later These have proved Steinheil's

theory basically correct However. variations in the
conductivity of the soil distort the current distribution
pattern and low resisrance pathways (such as streams)
short circuit a large proponion of the current Even
so, infinite range is theoretlcally possible given a long

enough base

The Theory
A receiver base extracrs current flowing through the
earth by pror:Clng an alternative path However,
contact resistance ben,. een the earth rods and the soil
means that this airerrarive path can have a resistance
higher than the sorl separating the two rods This
separation resistance can therefore be considered as
a shunt across the receiver circuit. The overall
resistance o{ the recerver circuit depends. however,
on both conraci resistance and the resistance of the
actual recel,. er Gaivanometer receivers used with
early DC s!srems had a resistance of several hundred
CABLES

<5R0

CONTACT RESISTANCE
BAYONETS = 75R
EARTH MAT = 20R

----1nn
SEPARATION RESISTANCE = 50R
PROBABLE RESISTANCE DISTFIBUTION
FOB A BASE 10Om LONG

Fig. 2 Probable resistance distribution in a typical base

Erl

What is it? How did it
become an essential
part of trench wartare
in World War I?
George Pickworth
covers the bases.

TELEGRAPH

his reasoning being that.Lower stratas of earth would
offer a good conducting medium while the top would
act as a partial ground", but this was unsound and
better results were obtained with large earth mats or
multiple earth rods fairly near the surface.
It was reported that later Steinheil (with the

co-operation

of Prcece), communicated over

a

distance of Skm, but the length of the base is unknown
and the results do not seem to have been duplicated
by other contemporary workers. Nonetheless, with a
very long base and a large number of cells, this should

sible. Otherwise little progress seems

made

Fig. 3 The interlupter, Trowbridge and Bell 1gg2

in extending the range

of

eter system.
Morse used copper plates immersed in rivers
With DC and a galvanometer he was able to
communicate across a canal 27 melerswidein 1842
and across the Susquehenna River, a distance of
nearly a mile, in 1945 His experiments showed that
in water, range was only about one third of the base
length.
In 1876, shortly after Bell developed the carbon
microphone and telephone receiver, Fessenden and
others showed that by substituting a carbon microphone for the telegraph key and a telephon ereceiver

for
pos
tele

rth

o1
a

probably accounts for the success of this early

Fig. 4 The buzzer telegraph sender, Melhuish 18gg
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ohms. Obviously the lower the overall receiver
resistance, in relation to separation resistance, the
greater the current flow through the receiver. Figure
2 shows the system resistances.
Contact resistance is inversely proportional to the
number of earth rods or the size of the earth mats.
Separation resistance is directly proportional to the
distance between the earth rods. Therefore, for best
results, the base should have good earths and be as
long as possible. These desirable parameters apply to
both reception and hansmission. In practice, the same
base is used for both purposes.
When transmitting, the role of separation
resistance is to cause the current to spread over a wide
area. The voltage delivered by the transmitter must
of course be high enough to cause a useful current to
flow through the earth Contact resistance dissipates
power.
It is virtually impossible to measure separation
resistance and contact resistance independently as
they are to some extent interrelated, but they can be
deduced by first measuring the overall resistance of
a base with say two earth rods at each end, then
progressively increasing the number o{ earth rods and
remeasuring the overall resistance. A typical First
World War base. 100m long and earthed at each end
by three bayonets paced 1.0m apart, had an overall
resistance of about 200R

Further Investigation

Other investigators. including Armstrong

and
Laughter, followed up Steinheil's original work. Their
results indicated that using DC and a galvanometer,
communication was possible over a distance equal to
the base length, typically 100 to 200m. Laughter
favoured one earth rod embedded a few feet in the
ground and the other sunk to a much greater depth,

experiment, but the real significance of the telephony
experiment was that a telephone receiver was found
to be potentially far more sensitive than the
galvanometer, and this suggested tone telegraphy as
an alternative to DC systems. However, the problem
was to generate AC or DC pulses at an audible
frequency from DC power provided by Voltaic cells.

Enter The Interrupter
In 1882 Professor Tiowbridge of Harvard Universitv
suggested the interrupter, a hand-cranked device
consisting of a toothed wheel which operated a
contact breaker as it was rotated, to chop DC into
pulses of several hundred Hz which would be audible
by a telephone receiver (Fig. 3).

Although the interrupter was

a

significant

improvement on the DC system, the drawback was
that numerous cells in cascade were required to
provide a voltage high enough to cause a useful
amount of current flow through the base. Although
available power was a factor Iimiting the range of the
system, there seems no evidence that hand-cranked

audio frequency alternators were used by the
pioneers: this seems to have been a WW1
development. The alternator predates the dynamo
invented by Faraday in 1831.

The interrupter was soon surpassed by the buzzer
(Fig. 4) which worked automatically from a low
voltage supply and developed a high voltage pulse
across its coils when the contacts opened and the
magnetic field collapsed. Moreover, the buzzer could
be tuned so that the pulses were at the optimum
frequency for both the ear and telephone receivers.
Unfortunately, the range was still far too limited
to be of any practical use for earth current
communication, but the pulses were ideal for long
distance land-line te legraphy. Moreover, lhe buzzer
telegraph system was found to be more reliable than
the DC system, and the tone far easier to read than
the 'clicks' of a DC sounder or the swinging needle of
a galvanometer.

Meluish, working with the Indian Telegraph
Department in 1889, was quick to discover that the
pulses had a remarkable ability to 'punch' through
leaky or broken telegraph lines. As a result,

thebuir
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system was adopted by the British Army in 1890 and
later, with the advent of field telephones, was
integrated into several portable telephone sets such
as the D Mklll, which allowed signalling by telegraph
if the lines were damaged or too poor for speech.
By the turn of the century, Hertzian waves
dominated the scene and up to the beginning of WW1
f urther earth current experiments seem to be purely
academic Nonetheless, a noteworthy advance was

the use of an impedance matching transformer to
match bases to more sensitive high impedance
telephones

A further development was to use a 'power
microphone'passing several amps connected to the
base through a step-up transformer: this was used in
'reverse' for reception. It attracted little interest at the
time but 50 years later was resuscitated as the German

Erdsprechgerat (Earth speech apparatus) used to
maintain speech communication through leaky or
broken field-telephone lines during WW2! A handcranked DC generator provided the power.

Trench Warfare
"Shelling had been so intense that neither cable or
wireless communication was possible between the
Australians, who had taken the (Hindenburg) line,
and their supports. For several days earth signalling
maintained constant communication with the rear and
gave warning of several impeding counter attacks that
were repulsed. After this and many other useful
successes, earth current signalling was accepted to a

much greater extent as part of the normal
communications system " Priestley 1917.
The first practical operation with earth current
signalling by the Alties was at Bermelles in January
1916. Two French hand-cranked alternators were
installed in the forward trenches and their high pitched
note received on a French two valve listening set at the

Magnifying Triode
Both the buzzer telegraph system and the Erdsprechgerat were essentially land-line systems with the ability

improved in January 1918 with the issue of combined

relephone lines. While the sensitivity of the passive
telephone receiver was adequate when used with this

rype of equipment, it was nowhere near sensitive
enough for true earth current signalling where some
method of magnifying the very weak earth currents
ivas essential for the system to be of any practical use.

E]
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fear.
The British power buzzer sets and the French
equivalent could only transmit and separate receivers
were required for two-way working. Valves and
amplifiers were in short supply however, so during the
early part of the war only one-way signalling was used.
Fortunately, receivers became available in larger

ro communicate through leaky or damaged field-

En

numbers during 1916 and the situation further
power buzzer famplifier sets
The power buzzers were designed to operate
from a 10V accumulator and to generate about 70V
in an open circuit, dropping to 20V when delivering
1A (Fig. 5) If extra power was needed, the input
could be temporarily increased to 20V Operators

However, the early pioneers continued putting
emphasis on increasing the sensitivity of passive
devices. The active detector (with infinitely greater
sensitivity and which ultimately brought about a
practical earth current signalling system) came much
.ater as a result of experiments aimed at making radio
:eceivers more sensitive.
Notwithstanding the dramatic developments in
:ommunication with Hertzian waves duringthe early
:art of the century, efforts to increase sensitivity of
:eceivers had been directed towards increasing the
:ensitivity of passive devices which culminated with
:ighly sensitive 8000R headphones. On the other
:and, liquid (and later fused) silicon detectors
rectifiers), the best devices available at that time, were
:.efficient and in the quest for a better device, DeForest

:eveloped the audion valve.
The audion was improved by Fleming to become

:ie
triode
-.i''orld

shortly beiore the beginning of the First
War. This was an epoch making development

--€cause in addition to being a highly efficient detector,
::-.e

:

triode was able to magnify weak signals and give

completely new dimension to earth current
::mmunication. Range was no longer limited by the

-:rsitivity of passive receivers. In the light of the triode,
':.e buzzer system was reappraised as soon as it was
:;parent that WW1 was developing into a prolonged
=.adc war and that field+elephone lines connecting
--.e forward positions with support positions were
. :lnerable to damage by shellfire.
ln spite of the buzzers iow power. signals were
:;ceived on a two valve amplifier several hundred
-:.erers away. Atfirstsightthis may notseem significant,

:::

underthe conditionsof the warit waspretty useful.
,+ nore powerf.ul\uzzer, known as the'power buzzer'

-as developed very quickly and together with its
-*-ench equivalent, the Parleur, were the principal earth
a'.ralling hansmitters used by the Allies throughoutthe
-z:, Hand-cranked audio frequency alternators were
developed and were employed by the French to
-ot:'rplementthe
Parleur, but were used onlyto a limited
-

--,:enr by the British.
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were instructed to penodically reverse the battery
connections to ensure uniform wear of the make and
break contacts

Optimum cunent of 0 5A was obtained when
connected to a rlpical base with a resistance of 200R
but the buzzer in rhe base could be overloaded if the
resistance of the base was too low.

Stunning Frogs
The standard bartery was the 10V Fuller Block Type
BL. weighing 26t zlb and with a capacity of 20Ah.

This was sufficrent Ior 6-8 hours continuous
transmitting Under normal signalling conditions, a life
ol 72 96 hours u'as expected.
A fa,, ounte way to test the battery was to place
a frog near an earth rod and press the key. If the
equipmenr ',uas working correctly, the frog was

instantly srunned, but recovered after a few minutes
and hopped alLay as if nothing has happened. (Ihe
Editor feeis compelled to implore readers not to repeat
this particular experiment at home.)
Experiments indicated that frequencies between
500 and 800H2 spread furthest from the base and
were fortunately within the most sensitive range of
both headphones and the ear. To help operators
differentrate signals from other stations, the buzzers
were designed to give a choice of frequency. The
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Parleur N 3 could be varied in seven steps between
300 and 800H2 by securing small blocks of different
weights to the armature. British power buzzers were

provided with three sets

of

armatures giving

frequencies of 540, 640 and 73OHz.
Man-powered audio frequency alternators were
sometimes used: power output wasthen limited only
by the physical strength and endurance of the
operators. The crank-handle was the simplest drive
system and was used bythe Allies, but when underfire

in

cramped conditions these machines were

a

disadvantage compared with the battery operated
power buzzer. Another disadvantage was that the
frequencygenerated by the alternaior was determined
by its speed. lt was difficult enough to maintain a
constant speed let alone a specific one. Moreover,
alternators were much more complicated and
expensive than the buzzers.
Alternators were also used by the Germans with
larger devices operated by bicycle gearing capable of
generating 150W One captured at Vimy Ridge was
driven by tandem bicycle gearing!
As for the amplifiers, the valves were generally
limited to the French version and the British A version
- they had more or less the same characteristics and
could be interchanged. The British C Mark III amplifier
had three valves, which was about the maximum
bearing in mind that they were not decoupled.
Although designed for telegraphy, the Mark III
amplifier could be used to amplify speech with fairly

good results.
The Mark III dramatically improved efficiency by
biasing the valves, reducing HT consumption from
about 5.0mA to 2 6mA. The C Mk III had a tapped
input transformer wound to provide input impedances
from 50R to 3k0, selected by a stud switch. The low
impedance taps were to facilitate matching the
amplifier to bases having a wide range of impedances
The high impedance tap was primarily to amplify the

audio output from radio receivers.
Transformer coupling was used throughout and
60R
impedance headphones which were more rugged
than French high impedance types. The filaments
required 4V and anodes 60-100V High tension
power was provided by a 'dry cell' HT battery Various
types were in service, varying from a very large 70V
battery made up of 'X' cells, to a very small one
consisting of 79 very small Ever Ready cells. A single

the output translormer was designed for

1

El
F]

z
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4V dry cell provided grid bias. The 4V 60Ah

Amplifiers were also used to detect currents
leaking from enemy field-telephone lines. The
Germans were apparently the first to develop this form
of electronic intelligence gathering and it came as a

shock

to the Allies to discover that

their

communications were being intercepted As a result,
emphasis was laid on encoding all messages and
special detachments were established to intercept
enemy traffic and monitor allied signals

Making Base
Practical considerations limited the length of a forward
base to about 100 yards. One earth was normally
placed close to the equipment, so that the base was

formed by one long cable as this arrangement
facilitated both laying out ai^d inspection. Earths
normally consisted of at least three and preferably four
bayonets spaced a yard apart and aligned in a plane
facing the earths at the opposite end of the base.
Bases had to be aligned more or less in the same
direction as the current flowing through the earth. If
the base was placed at an angle to the earth currents
its effective Jength was correspondingly reduced and
becamezero at 90o. To facilitate alignment, maps and
a compass were included with the equipment.
However, at rear stations it was usual to lay out
several bases radiating from a common earth and
selected by a commutator. This system was used for

keeping up flank communications and also to
suppress interference from leaky power lines,
telephone lines, other stations and, surprisingly,
wireless sets
A typical 100 yard base at a foward position and
a 150-200 yard base at the rear position provided
reliable communication over a range of 2000 yds.
Under ideal conditions, range was extended to 5000
yards Maximum range was attained where the
surface soil covered a substrata of chalk Deep, damp,
loamy soils were not so good as the current flow was
not confined to the surface, and only a short range
was possible in very sandy dishicts. Skeams and metal
fences were found to offer a lower resistance path than
the surrounding soil, and so restricted range.
Two thousand yards was generally sufficient to
maintain contact with the trenches. If this seems a
small distance. it is poignant to remember that when
an advance was made, often at the cost of tens of
thousands of Iives, it was invariably only a few

hundred yards

filament battery lasted 24-36 hours
The 'bright emitter' valves required that the

Next month the author describes his own earth current

filament current be adjusted to a critical value relative
to the HT voltage If the filament current was too high
the amplifier was noisy. If too low, Iess amplification
was obtained Careful setting for acceptable
performance with the lowest current prolonged the
life of both valves and batteries
The Mark [V amplifiers cou.ld rectify RF signals

Readers may be interested to know that examples of
the power buzzers and amplifiers described are on
permanent display at the Royal Signals Museum,
Blandford Camp, Dorset Admission is free.

and only required a tuning coil and antenna to
become a radio receiver. RF input was direct to the

experiments.
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grid of the first valve Leaky grid rectification was
employed with A Mark IV amplifiers but the C version
employed slope rectification, whereby the optimum
operating condition was achieved by adjusting the
valve's filament rheostat. This method eliminated any
tendency for the amplifier to sing or crackle and was
reported to be just as efficient as the grip lead detector

Positive feedback,

or

regeneration, which

ETI

dramatically increased the sensitivity of radio receivers
was a later development.

E']

frequency band and required large antennas, but UHF
spark transmitters using 1.0m square antennas were
issued to the artillery

Tiansmissions were mainly

in the

medium
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A selection lrom our stock of branded valves

VALVES

BRIMAR _ COSSOR _ EIMAC
GEC
_ HIVAC _ MAZDA _ MULLARDS -_ RCA _
SIEMANS _ SELECTRON _ TEONEX _ ETC
Over 3 million valves available from stock. Please
phone for a competitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide

range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves; transmitting, receiving,
industrial and rare vintage wireless valves and
sockets.

offer: Semiconductors; Video Heads and
Belts; lntegrated Circuits; Diodes; lndustrial
Cathode Ray Tubes.
How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 (24 hour answering service) and order by
We also

credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.
UK orders p&p E1.00 per order.
Please add 150/o VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.
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2A3 12.50
5R4GY 4.95
5U4G 4.50
6CA7 3.50
6CG7 4.s0
6C\/4 8.50
6DJ8 1.35
6DK6 1.50
6EJ7 0.85
6F07 4.50
6GK6 3.9s
NB6A 9,50
6JS6C 10.95
6KD6 12.50
6L6GC 3.s0
6106 9.50
6SN7GT

811
812A
813
845
gt2A
5636
5642
5751

2.50
0.85
0.95

12ArWA

2,50

1?r'.Y7

3,95

12BH7A

4,95

1aBWA

12E1
211

19.50
29,50
20.00
5.50
9.50

2.95
3.25

5842 11.00
5881 9.95
5899 4.50
5963 1.75
5965 2.15
6057 3.75
6136 2.50
61468 9,50
6189 4.50
6201 6.45
6267 5.00
6360 4.s0
6550 8.95
6550A 13.95
6870 11.50
68838 9.95
6973 8,95
7025 2,50
m27A 10.00

3.50

1?/.U7
12jJ47

15.00
35,00

5814A

6U8A 1.50
6V6GT 2.50
6X4 1.50
12417 1,50
12AT/!VA

59.00
22.50

3.50
19.50
18.95

900

7119

7247 8.50
7551 8.50
7581A 11,S5
7586 rs.00
7587 19.s0
7591A 8,95
7868 8.50
8417 8.95
E81CC
E82CC
E83CC
E88CC

5.50
4.50

4.50
3.50

E88CC01

6,95

E182CC
E188CC

9.00

EC8010

12.00

750

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83

19.50

EF805S
EF806S

25.00
25,00

EL34
EL84
EL86

3.95
0.95
1.75

E1519

6.95

EY88 0.95
EZ80 0.75
GZ32 4.50
GZ34 4.50
KT66 5.00
KT67 9.00
Km 15.00
KTt]8 15.00
M8136
M8137

7.00
7,95

1.s0

t\48162

5.50

0.85

l\i18195

6.50

0.95

ECC83.SP 3.50

ECC801S
ECC802S
ECC803S

EF804S

6.95

P1504
P1519

Iru

1.25
4.95
45.00

6.9s

ECF82

QQV03.10 5.s0
Q0v03.20 25.00

1.50

QQV06,40A 27.50

ECF804

6.s0

ECF805

2.50

ECL82
ECL86

EF86

6.95

1,00
1.50

2.50

u19 9.50
ucH41 2.50
uL84 1.95
vRl50.30 2,50
n59 15.00

THOUSANDS OF OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE

MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
_
_

-

HAVE YOU BEEN PUTTING OFF BUYING PCB CAD SOFTWARE?
ARE YOU STILL USING TAPES AND A LIGHT BOX?
HAVE YOU ACCESS TO AN IBM PC/XT/AT OH CLONET

BRITISH

_WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE PCB LAYOUTS UP TO 17"
SOUARE?
_ WITH UP TO 8 TRACK LAYERS AND 2 SILK SCREEN LAYERSi
_ PLUS DRILL TEMPLATE AND SOLDEB RESIST?

-
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531" ?
_ WITH UP TO 'I6 D IFFERENT PAO SIZES FBOM THE SAME RANGE?
_ WITH PAD SHAPES INCLUDING ROUND, OVAL, SOUARE, WITH ORWITHOUT
HOLE. AND EDGE CONNECTOR FINGERS?
WITH UP TO 15OO lC's PER BOABD, FBOM UP TO 100 DIFFERENT OUTLINES?
_ WITH AUTO REPEATONTRACKS OR OTHER FEATURES _ IDEAL FOR MEMORY
PLANES?
_ THAT CAN BE USEO FOR SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS?
_ WITH THE ABILITY TO LOCATE COMPONENTS AND PADS ON GRID OR TO
,002" RESOLUTION?
_ WITH AN OPTIONAL AUTO-VIA FACILITY FOR MULTILAYER BOARDS?
_ WITH THE ABILITY TO CREATE AND SAVE YOUB OWN SYMBOLS?
_ THAT IS AS GOOD AT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS AS IT IS AT PCB'S?
_ THAT CAN BE USED WITH EITHER CURSOR KEYS OR MOUSE?
WHICH OUTPUTS TO A DOT MATBIX PRINTER, PEN.PLOTTER OH
PHOTO-PLOTTER (VIA BUREAX )?

o
o
o
o
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-

to

o
o
o
o

WHERE YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE IT IN AROUND HALF AN HOUR?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

:

o

EASY-PC, TINY.PC, EASY.PC, TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC
Write or phone for full

details

Number One Systems Ltd

Ref : ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD
ST !VES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE17 4WR
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S[]PERSCOPE
PART 7: Getting stafied
With low cost in mind,
Dennis Stanfield shows
that even building a
dual beam 'scope for
under 990 is possible

aving struggled along for some time
with an ancient and absolutely huge
Cossor'Oscillograph' (donated tJa
good cause by a radio ham friend) I

finally recognised that

drastic

measures were necessary when it refused to trigger
at much over 1MHz.
A quick look through the catalogue revealed that
anything half-way decent by way of a replacement was
going to be expensive
- so the seeds of the Dlyer
were sown.
'scope with

grown and

ble display
ion.
a complex project.

to the
one is cost. A fairly
going to cost in the
region of f300, the prototype unit here cost a total
of 185 excluding only the case and although the
performance may be slightly more restricted it ii rnore
advantage
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Cathode Ray Tube

and will part with one (plus base) for a very reasonable

pnce.

The adaptable design and the use of a selfwound transformer kit is however readily capable of
modification

to suit one of a number of tubes.

Specifications of alternative tubes and suppliers are
contained in Table 1. The use of a tube other than the
VCR139A makes setting up and calibration slightly
more difficult but with the correct voltages to the tube
pins, it remains only to adjust X and y gain. For the
X axis there is sufficient adjustment in RV302/3 and

y gain may be
on
the
input
boards
by changing
1{1u^st9!RV204 to obtain calibration. The

R4l3-475/513-515, reducing resistance unJ .o

increasing the g
relevant resistor
calibration is ac
fixed

componen

t to replace the
reset and when

replace with a
foi manoeuvre

circuit configurations. It is hoped that constructors
might also take advantage of this. Such modifications
in future edltions of ETI could be a component tester

module for example.

voltages for an alternative DG series tube but a 3Bp1

The individual circuit blocks (Fig. 1)

are
constructed on plug in boards each of which carries

its relevant controls and on the prototype, its own
screening and section of front panel. These modules

mount onto a motherboard which in addition to

form
circu

^r,,
PIY

,:l
tng

abso
nece

ribbon cables, one to the tube and one
brillance/focus controls.

to

wo
the

a

All the tubes other than the VCR139A require
6V heater and TS4 should be increased to 30 tirns.
The DG series tubes require a greater blanking

voltage swing and the circuit shown in Fig. 4 may

b!
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Fig. 1 Elock diagiam of the Superscope

cuilt on a small piece of board and mounted piggy
on the motherboard replacing C108.

'cack

The only other point is to note the

tube

iimensions and pinouts. Note that alternatives are

':ased

on specification sheets only and no testing has

':een carried out.
Tube

: ,,.'.:,

::'r

,:,::.

'

'itf6,l:;'bt

a joy by comparison with the
usual serried ranks of trimmer capacitors.
The time-base has 15 ranges, 12from 100ns,/div
to O.Sms,zdiv belng selected by SW301 and a x 10
facility on the three slowest ranges selected by
SW302A increasing scan time to Sms/div.'liiggering
is from Y1 Y2 or an external input.
The dual trace may be either alternate or
chopped. the chooped mode being selected automatically when the sJow range is switched in.

tion and setting up is

Be6{n

XX
YY

TABLE 1 CRT Alternatives

Facilities
- .:e Y1 and Y2 input attenuators offer 10 ranges from
-,1mV/div to lOV/div, the maximum input voltage
:e:ng 100V p-p Inputs may be AC or DC coupled
:: referenced to ground.
TheY2 channel may be switched out and the
=:ope used in single trace mode This is useful where
-:aximum trace brightness is required normally in
-:al trace mode each trace has only a maximum of
-- -'o of the total available brightness.
Input is via a 50ohn BNC conner.:tor. The design
:: :ne input attenuator means that the impedance is
- :: constant, increasing with decreasing attenuation
- ?ractice however, this causes no real difficulty in
.
= ergday applications and the simplicity of construc-
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TABLE 2 CRT Base connections

Construction
The transformer
The transformer rs wound using wire/turns as shown
in Table 3 The high voltage windings are laid first
followed by rhe iou' voltage and finally the heater.
Wind a layer oi insulating tape between each
secondary coii Check all windings with a meter,
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FSIOl

+HT

2D101

EH

TO

ORIVERS

2D102
I

/nn

OV

D10A

TUBE G3

c108
47n
10oov

NOTE:
1C101

(ASTTG

)

BLAN K

= 7812
lC1O2 = 7805
1C103 = 7912
1C104 = 79O5
O101 = MJE34O
0102 = BC547
D101-107 = 1N4O07
D108,113,114 = 1N4t4a
D109,112 = 1N4002

TUBE

G1 IBRILLI
TUBE
CATHODE
R104
100k

ct06

"l1i

Yl3i

TUBE

G2 (FOCUS'

l-tN

R105

330k

+ c115
3,

22Ou

t0v

+ c121
22Ou

10v

Fig. 2 Power supply circuit diagram
especially for interwinding shorts. The exhortation not

to interfere with the primary windinq in anv wav

should be strictly observed for-safetys sale. If allis weil
apply mains power
very carefully with mains pins
shrouded and check- that ihe AC voltages are ab;;i
right +,/- 10%.

reduce stray capacitance which would have an
adverse effect on bandwidth. L101,102 comprise

about 20 turns of 38 SWG wire wound on a YzW iOOt<
resistor and mounted directly on the CRT socket.

The Driver Board
htforward,
and giving
MOS devi
to L101 b

turns.

It is
Q201,2,
voltage

TABLE 3 Transformer winding details

Motherboard
The sub-board sockets are mounted on the copper
track side of the board at the dimensions shown in

F{

TJ
Frl
t-r
E=

E
tr*

Fig 5. Note that in the prototype these sockets

(Maplin ref: JB99H) have a pin length of 6mm, this
being critical if the case to be described later is to be
used The switch generator plug is mounted on the
component side and is soldered in between the pins
of sub-board socket 4 and should be mounted iirst.
Tiansistor Q101 requires a small heatsink, about
2 square inches of copper or aluminium bolted to its
casing is sufficient. Be Careful to orient all polarised
components correctly as at high voltages you dont get

too many second chances with a reversed semiconductor or capacitor. Polarised capacitors can

noting

ndling
are oi
30_35

ant that the output transistors
with heatsinks before any HT

otherwise their life

wiil

be

spectacular but short.
After checking over the completed board, plug
it into position 1 on the motherboard and with hook_
up shown in Fig. 8, apply power It should be possible
to resolve a spot on the CRT screen and move it
around using the X,Y1 shift pots. Reverse the
connections to pins 5 and 13 of IC201 and the y2
potentiometer wlll shift the spot. Again take care with
components carrying HT voltages. Note that a bright
spot should not be left in one position for more thin
a few minutes otherwise an ion burn to the screen may
res u It.

The Timebase

overheat and explode if reversed.
After a recheck of all your work if all is well
connect the motherboard to the transformer and
switch on. Check the va
shown on

switch
considerable

the schematic and

will retain

handle very carefully, if at all.
The leads to Y, Yl tube pins sho
from the ribbon and kept as short and
other wiring and each other as the

capacitors

e time

so

could use 1% 3k9

+

100R. I used a 10% 3k9 which

read high at 4k on my DVM. The correct values of
C305A-C are determined on finalsetting up when the
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Fig, 3 Component overlay for th6 motherboard

irput amps are available to display a waveform. The
tantalum capacitors specified have a wide tolerance
but with a selection ranging from 2p7 lo 4p7 and some
polyester padders it should be possible to set this range
up accurately. On the prototype only two capacitors
\r.,€re necessary
- 4y7 + 3p3. Set all presets to about
mid-travel for now.
Give the board a final check over and plug in to
position 2 on the motherboard. Usingthe same hook-
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up as before but omitting the flying lead to R225,
switch on. A staight line trace should be displayed,
its position being varied by the shift pots as described
before. Adjust RV204 and 303 to make the baseline
just slightly more than the width of the screen.

In part 2 of the article next month,

the

construction of the Y amplifier boards will be
described along with the setting up and iesting
procedure
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Fig. 5 Motherboard edge-connector mounting details

OUT TO GRID
CIOE BEMOVED
FFOM PSU BOARD.
THIS CIRCUIT
CONNECTED
IN PLACE
BL INPUT
FROM T/BASE

Fig. 4 High Voltage blanking ciicuit for
the DG series tube

c2oi.L
,rtn

Tube Base detail

R202
3k3

L201

R205
470R
470R

LC202

*

t

c203
lOOn

-+

12v

ezzs'.
100R.

R230
10k

R20A
56R

t

R209

c212
10On

56R

+
-6V

R220
220R

NOTE:
1C201 = /O66BE
()201,2.7.8 = BDl 15
0203-6.9-11 = BC109C (1211

R235

220R

fr

c14
lOOn

-12V

c209

T

lOOn

Fig. 6 Diagram of CRT drivers
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rtr

E
E
frl

n
Fl
Fig. 7 The CRT driver overlay

HEATER TO TUBE

Fig. 8 Temporary testing hook up
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NOTE:

OAnl = BC214L
0302,3 = 8C169C
O3O4-7 = BC109C
1C301 = L|VI710
1C302 = 74LS'132

D301-3 = 1N414a

+5V

R193t

o.oo 5!i3'
0303
R309
1k0

tc302b

Y1

\_t-i5

Y2
EXT
R310
1M0

F311

100k

'ao
c308
100n

Fig. 9 The timebase circuit

SiW301E

321

F{
E_l

Erl

E

E
tr-

Fig. 1O Componbnt overlay for timebase
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HO\v IT WORKS

\J
[tr
E
tl
LTI

E-:

Fl

arl

t
t

t
-8

TO C304

ALL DIMENSIONS
lN mm

TO C303

TO SUIT SWITCH USED

)

Fig. 11 Timebase PCB switch
mounting sub board dimensions
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Fig. 12 Timebase switch

wiring

FROM O301
COLLECTOR
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Detsil showing motherboard
connections
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E8812-7 Burglar Buster Bleeper Board
E8901-1 EPROM Programmer mother board
E8907-2 Variat-lon updated Main Board
E8901-3 Variat-lon Emitter Board ...
E8901-4 ln-car Power Supply
E8901-5 Granny's Hearing Booster

C

. ......

E8902-t Compressor/Limrter/Gale...
E8902-2 Ultrasonic Horn .....

E8902-3 Stepper Motor Driver Board
..
E8902-4 Quesrlon(2bds) .
E8903-1 Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board
E8903-2 MlDl Programmer
E8903-3 Balanced Disc Input Stage
E8903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio
E8904-1 Camera Trigger ....
E8904-3 lntelllgent Plotter Main Board
E8904-4 Kinetotie Tie Board
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E8905-2 Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
88905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards) .
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
E8906-4 MIDI converter control
E8906-5 AF signal generato!
E8906-6 Mini bleeper
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller , .

...

MIDI Patch Bay
E8907-2 Priority Quiz Switch

E8907-1

E8910-2

Multimeter
MIDI Mapper

E8911-1

Smoke Alarm main board

...

E89rt-2 Smoke Alarm power supply

ETI FEBRUARY I99O

..

SERVICE
FebtuarJr

ACCESS or VtrSA

E8911-3
E8911-4

E8972-t
E89t2-2
E

L
D

..L

..

K
H

L
F

G
E

o
N

n

Frequency Meter (3 boards)
Serial Logic Scope
Mains Failure Alarm
Surveilance PCB (Free Next Month)

E8912-3 Slide/Tape Synch
E8912-4 Pedal Power
E8912-5 Digital Noise Generator
E9001-1 2A mefie Receiver
E9001-2 Wavemaker FG
E9001-3 MotorcAcle Intercom
F,9001-4 [-ow Voltage Alarm

r

(o442\
66551

...... L
...... D

......

F

......

E

....L

...... K

.......

J

,'...'. L
....... F
...... c

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

E

.., H
.. F
H

Please supply:

Quantity

Price

Ref. no.

Code

Price

Total Price

F
N
N

M
G
C

G

.G
E

E8907-3 Camera Tiigger Infra-reds (2 boards)
E8907-4 Aerial Amplifier main board ,..
E8907-5 Aerial Amplifier power supply
E8908-1 lntercom master station
E8908-2 Intercom slave station
E8908-3 Intercom power mixer
E8908-4 Digital joystick{o-mouse conversion
E8909-1 Twin loop Metal Locator
E8909-2 Trembler movement detector
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec 3)
E8909-4 Micro monitors active filter
E8909-5 Chronoscope auto-reset
E8910-1

M

PCB

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
may be made on

....

Post and packing

LO.75

Total enclosed

s

G

..

E
E

L
F
E

H
H
D

Please send my PCBs

tc

(BrJocK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name

Address.

c
.F
C

...

H
M
F

.. ..

Postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

J
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BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
Notelhe figure
nextfigures
rtdescriplion.

BD9

5
2

B0t1

I

BD13

12

802

134 spure

6u

channel. 3"

wfer, 2' nid

range and 1"

ES
mth
e11.

puide atusod outlet

acltrk

clamps

go22

for extensions, takes your

2

soldering ol the components onn lhe ocb. Comolete kit

go42

5

12" HIGH RESOUTTION MONITOR.

beautilull
supply.Technical
input.Brandnry
screen,

, ex-Electricity Board, automitically
ning and shortening day.
sries resislors, lhes make g@d night

BD56

1

801034

1

80120

2

-

brand new statewhich required.

Sound and impactconlrolled, respondslo
clapsand shoutsand reverseswhen il hils
anything. Kit with really detailed rnslructions. ldeal present
oresent lor buddino
vouno
budding young
electrician
electnCran A youngster
vounosler should b€ able to
asemblebulyou mayhaw lo helpwith the

BD32

1

POPULAR ITEMS
MANY NEWTHIS MONTH
JOYSTICKS torgSC,Atari, Dragon,Commodore,etc AilCSeach Ail
unting

fflil

biguserlolort2o.Our

BDsO

5

28p1.'

lsuperiorquality,made
redatonlyt3edch.Our

2
2

BD49

70w per

suDer DUrDose

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP.

rprisingwhatyoucan make
secretyitch€s, relayetc. etc
I cross-overs

BD45

rfut-

tweetfl

builtshelfmountingunil.Priceperpair:C2795.

to a ring main wheredwice
musl not beswilchodotl
1A mains translorm€rs upright mounting with fixing

such as

tlotqui

STEREO CAR SPEAKERS.

on lhe extreme lelt is the
is the quantityof ilems in

he

tlO

Our rel 10P81.

Btackandwhite

ndino.

SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES

Not much bigger rhan a ptasric
lransi$or but double pole. PCB mounting. Three lor Ciour ref BD6!8.
poputarof the rshargeab]e N|CADtyp€s
mod
QE^LLS-. [9!allythe
4 lol C4. Ourrel4P44.

lf

M SPEAKERwiIh buittintreeter Realtv$iel mads
werand thequality lorhrJi.6y2in dia. price'tS. Ourref

rc!40n.

MINIRA
diatunerwit

dand$tid
bafleryand

woulddrive

heold lailhful 3 pin
he smket is cable
refBD71tr BD715P

utm"u
Price:

rel25P10.

cartons Price tSgeach plust6 insured cadage Order ref89p/l

80128

10

80132

2

80134

10

6v 750M4 porer supply, nicelycased with input and oulpul
leads
Stripperboardseachcontainsa4O0v2Abridge
rectifier
and 14 other diodss and rectiliers as rell as dozens of
condenserselc
Veryfinedrillsforpc b boardsetc Normalcostaboutsop

4

Reed relay kiisyou gel 16red switches and 4coil setswith

90149

6

80180
80193

6
6

-

magnetic 490 ohm also acl as

sided,80 track, byChinon. This is in the mdufactureG m€tatwwith lea_'ds
and IDC connectors. Price t40, reference 40P1. Al$ a double sided, gO
track, byNEC. Thisisuncas€d. Prcet59.50, re,erencemP2. Bdhare br;d
neu lnsured delirery 13on each or both

complete with PSU, TV lead, owner!
manual and sixgames. Can beyours lor
onlyC45 plus !3insured delrvery.

Keyboardsilches-made lorcompulers but

80211

1

other applications
Eleclric clock mains operaled put this

BOnl

5

1

80259

s0

80263

2

80268

1

nevsrbelale
12v alarms make a noise about
Slightly slid but0K

6"x
good
Pmo
Lead
main

Oblong push

1

4

2

80548
80667

2
2

TOASTEBS

6

have many

in a box and you

ns€d

MAINS HEATER.

Smailcoit

Will nol corode, lasls lorvears. coil
,oreasylixing,4in dia. prico tO. Bel

EX__EOUIPMENT SWTTCHED MODE POWER

SUPPLIES_.

Various makes md specs
bench supply. OnlytS. OurrelSP36

butgenerarri*,

=rZr,

iJeli

ACORN DATA RECORDER.

Made torEteclron d BBCcomputer
bul suitable lor others. lncludes mains adaptor, teads and bmk. t12. Ref
12P15.

PTFE COATED SILVER PLATED CABLE.

ts srrands or

carryupto30Aand isvirtual

ilo

ularprice isoEr t120 per ret
I of each tor t35. Hef 3Sp2

range

ms
height

for

ord playel Willalechange spoed

oximately3" x

3' x

1,,

deep-

Tubulardynamrc mic withoplional table rest
BmIs. Uselul for beginners. Desctrbes amplifiers, test
equipmentand kitsets
[riniaturedriwrtransformers RelLT44 mktolk,centre
tapoed
3.5 volt relays, each with two pairs changewer contacts
-pcb
4.7u1, non-'polarised block capacitors,
mountrng

List.llyouwanlacom.

quest
2 slice

10m.

hupto

lor bellorchimes, thescan mains
be loot switch if fitted into pattress

ilems

rne*

are customer returns and sold as seen. Thev are comDlete and mav need
slight ailenlion. Price Cd Ref 6Pt6 or 2 tor
Rel tOFZ. BT appra\€d.

ref

om

lc

silches

10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES.

isabouttwice6mmhsourslandard4y2inhns. Lilmi$mdins
brild nav. Regutar pricemrt30, ourpricemlyflO Our

operated6%india,

loud as a car horn

hm
pul
Y4"

3

80653

The
pht

3%in FLOPPY DRIVES, Wesritthawnrcmodelsins@k:Singte

1

80242

C3.

A REAL AIR MOVER. Circularaxialtan mowsm5cubicf@roer

ATARI 65XE COMPUTER. Ar
64K thisismost pMdul ildsuilable,or
home and business Brand new,

8

80305
80400

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR AAOVE.

min whrch
to start so needs no

6

8D283

refSP3O

0urref3P60,

80148

8D252

t8.0ur

uare holethrcugh top

Microphone inserls
speaxers

BD2O,1

separate h-sync, v-Sync and video. Price

each

80t39

80199

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. ttreconwrrcomposilevidminlo

toasters- may need slight aflentron

AS

10 MEMORY PUSHBUTTON TELEPHONES.rheseare

cuslome
attention
oEHU

+12
2314

only

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS. r/srdHoreepmr.
Made

to

driE

mr

the SinclairC5 electric car but adaDtable to
a oo- kart.
railway, elc. Brild ns. irrice f2d plus M-posage.

morei a rail car model
Ovrc|20P22.
a

iditieEthe$are

cuslomer returns and sold as *en Price e30. our rel 30p9. Callers onlv
please. Also working dehumidiliere at t99 each

SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE.

PHILIPS LASER
so long

Add a cenrronics
prinl€rcableforonlyt4 Ourref

interfaceloyourSpeclrumcomplelewith
4P52.

d sound to your

S@lrum with this

i Elume mntrol and niely boxed.

Thisishelium-neonandh

asyoudonotlmk
B BC J OYSTI:CK lN T_ER FACE. Conrerrs a BBC jotsrick porr to
an Atari type porl. Prico e2. Our ref 2P261,

couldresult. Brandnew ful
operated porer supply for

Ale

Asabmlor
onty. Only

mayneedslight
pmved.

t3

each. Rel 3P84.

TE
with

SION LEAD,5M
the other White. Price

Dhoneexrension t€ad
C3. Our ref 3p/O or 10

ltrmly C19! Ref 19P2
LCD DISPLAY. thindigGsupptiedwith connectiondatat3 Ret3p77

leads

PERSONAL STEREOS Again cusomer rsturnsbutcomptete
wilhstereohead phones. A bargain atonly t3oach.0ur ref3p83.

and

or 5lorC10 Rel 10P78

WORK.

liAlNs oIERATED MTCROWAVE CONTROL

PANEL WITH TOUCH SWITCHES

h

This hs a4-disir diartt
with a built-in clock and 2 relayoutpuls, 1 lor power and t tor oulied pdrei
lerel. Could be used,orall sorlsoftimercontrot applications.only i6 Rel

e onm +way lortreetermidrange
conne6lions marked. Only E2.0ur ref2p255

REFEBSING LIGHT ALARM,
sounds when

6P18.

rs\€6ing. only U. Our

BASE
electretc
in chime,

Firs lo car rewrsino tiohr and

raf 2P248

. Top quality uni-dirmtional
ilivity 1&18iHz _68db built
Fat 15P28.

5,

MICROPHONE STANO.

\brv heaw chromed mic strnd. maoneric
base.4rn high. t3 il ordered with abow mic: Our ref 3pBO.

SOLAR POWERED NI-CAD CHARGER.
charger charges4bafleriesin

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH.
SBDrwith chromedolly fixing nuts.3for

Bodv size Bmmx4mmxTmm

fl.

I

4NicadMbanery

hours. Price16. Our ret6p3.

MAINS SOLOERING IRON. priceceOurref
SOLDERING IRON STAND. priceesOurref

3p65
3p66,

PIR SEfl_SORslquirabte toratarmsystemsetc Nicetyboxed priced

Oriter refBD649.

al mlyC'10. Our rel10P79.

MlNl MONO AMPon

POWERFUL IONISER
he ETI and similar
etc. Makesyoufeel
operated kit, case

p.c.b. srze4" x 2" (app
Fitted Volumecontrol and a liole lora tonecontrbl
should you requtre il The amplilier
has thrse lransistors and m estimale
theoutputlobe SWrms More
technical data will be included
new, perfecl

i3il$:l,"iiflil1y

)

C

R IONIZER KlT.lmpffilheairint0urcar,ct6a6smor€andh€tDs

prewnl fatique. Case req. PriceCl2. Ourrel 12P8.
NEW FM BUG KlT. New design with pCB emb€dded cort 9v
operalion. Priced atQ5. Ourrel 5P15&
NEW PANEL METERS. 50UAmmmenrwithth@ ditferent$ates

lhererylow
or 13lore12.

J&NBULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRrGHroN,

susarr rTloi.Sr,*.*,,r0
acced lrom sch@ls and
re accepted
minimum
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it easy lo ix and lmk tidy. 4 core, suihble
etc.ourpiceonlyCSlor50m ro€1. Rel5Pt53.

one side, making

ECT BOX,
ze

lor

ajams. ohons

pmer suppty
8" x 4" x 41h', louvred lor wnliiation. price C3- Rel
tOeat for battery charger,
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One song per entry but you can submit as many songs as you
like so long as each is accompanied with an official entry form. No
Photocopies will be accepted.
The composition must be your own work. No cover version please
unless they have been radically changed.
No employees of ASP, SM Distribution, WH Smith, Menzies,
Caslon, AIC, Maplin Electronics or Stock, Aitkin and Waterman can
i

enter.

Tapes must come to us at ETI (address at front of magazine) by
final post on Wednesday 31st January 1990
Regrettably tapes cannot be returned so don't send us your master
tape, send a cassette copy.

Judging
ere's your chance

to win some fantastic prizes in our

easy to enter Demo Competition.
We have Casio's flagship synthesizer
- theVZ-I,
worth nearly f800, reviewed in Micro Music (Jan), plus
a day! free studio time to professionally record your
winning track at the ARC demo facilities which Micro Music looked
at back in October,/November's issue. There will also be a feature
written on the day in the studio, so Micro Music, our sister magazine
can offer you fame into the bargain!
Four runners up will each receive a Maplin S-way MIDI THRU
box and a year's subscription to Micro Music.
All you've got to do is send in a demo tape with your best song
on it and the best one wins both the VZ'l and a day in which to record
the song professionally.
The rules are quite simple. Just send in a tape with one of your
sequences on it, along with details of what computer, software, sound
sources, effects etc were used on the composition using the cassette

inlay provided.

The Rules
The piece of music must be no more than five minutes long and must
be composed using a computer of some description or other.
Vocals and live instruments can be added but it's the use of
computers and MIDI that are being judged and not how good a singer
or guitar player you are.

The team of judges will consist of Darrin Williamson Editor of Micro
Music, Matthew Wilkinson of ARC, Paul Wiffen
- regular contributor
to Micro Music and keyboard programmer to the likes of Vangelis and
Stevie Wonder.
Entries will be judged on best use of what equipment you have

and not on who has the most equipment.
So don't delay. get composing.

r-Name

-_l

I
I Address

I

I

tl

Number..............
Title oI Piece
Computer Used ...........
Software Used .....
DaVtime Phone

I
I
I
I

tl
I
tl
tl

MIDI Hardware used (if any)

I

An, other

details of

I

I

I

I

...........

I

interest.....

I

ll
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19" RACK CASES

SuilablB tor instruments, high quality amplifiers and many othor applications lhat dehand srength and

,ofesionaltinishtN*impMd@n3trudionildlini8htBlackanodiB€daluminiuml@lpanelstS€parato

i

plats, norixing 6cErevigibl€ on the lrcnl Md thesidgofthe 6nclosuG * He8vygaugerrcntpanel
uminium linish enhanced with two prolession.l handl6s r With v€ntilation slils and plastic te€l
F€ar box m6nuladuFd from 1 1mm st@l linished in black Rack mounting or lree sandlng Comes in quick

assemblyflat packege

ordercode

UlOl
U103

ifflil"t:'f

uous rating,

fii"'ti' ,

*",n,

19xl 75 l7x1 5x10 24kg
'19x525 17x50x10 3skg

U2l2 19x35
U312 19x525
U412 19x20

17x30x12
17x50x12
17x65x12

Please add e300 P&Plorthe,irstitem
Please add VAT to atEve

Wizard Kit-Packs

THIS MONTH'S WIZARDRY
THE WIZAFO PRECISION MAINS FILTER
250volts AC 13 amp, On otlswitch,4 IEC output socksts, lvlerlin made case and USA Pottor
.......,.,Price c32.00 vAT paid P&P el.70
Bltrk FFI lilter. ...... ..............
IOOK AT THE SPEC ON THIS WIZAFD BENCH POWEB SUPPLY

prices.

c

26.95
29.95

33kg
4okg
46kg

amps.

'i"Jit

GEC STEFEO CASSETTE UNIT
Record/Playback, Dolby, sp€ed 4.75cm (1.78in) per s6c, 4G12,500Kh2, Twin VU meters, with
sarulce manual. ..........
Bmnd New E12.00 or 2 tor e20.00 P&P C3.00

.........

THE WIZZARD POWER CUBE
lcatlon

124,75
t31.95

1

S34.95

g
5

and e1 50toreach additional item

Overs€as orde6

twin

1-i?l35".llli3

Price

relcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRON ICS LTD
40 CRTCKELWOOD BROADWAY LONDON NW2 3ET
Tel:01-452 0161 Fax: 01-2081441
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS

20 Amp Hour

D

ry;

2

lnbuilt Mains Charger;

I lnput (Cells optional);
RF Filteredi 4
Compact Size/
6 Merlin Made
Prlce C76.00+P&P C8.00

MORE DATA
Send a 19p Stamp lor Latest List
Ring theWizard on 025706886Fd0225 rc8594for mors information or avisitto theworks
PAYIiEJ{T Access, Chequ6, PO and Cash. Post and packing on componsnts i1 50 orf'l 00
lor ordors over 820.00. Please add VAT lo total.

-

Merlln

MERLIN SYSTEMS

Bowerhill Trg Est, Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 6TJ

TESTIIYG TESTII{G

Mike Barwise
continues his
sen'es on test
equipment
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hen we looked at digital 'scopes last

month we left one instrument out
of the discussion. This is the LOGIC

ANALYSER. There

is

nothing

strange about the logic analyser: it
is in principle just a fast digital oscilloscope. However,
the task of recording and displaying signals in digital
Iogic systems differs in some respects from that of
looking at analogue signals.
Whereas the analogue signal can have a wide

variety of amplitude and waveform, the properly
digital system can only have a fixed amplitude (swing
between logic LOW and logic HIGH) and one legal
waveform (square wave). It is therefore possible to
dispense with the complex, high precision vertical
amplification system which characterises the analogue
scope. All we need is a recognition of logic state, which
can be displayed in any convenient manner. The
bandwidth of the logic analyser is these days generally
very m
equivalent quality

analog
lGHz

00MHz (106H2) to

n in good quality

logic analysers, as opposed to 20MHz to 60MHz for

the analogue instrument. This is, however, quite
recent. I remember when a2MHzlogic analyser was
a costly piece of kit!

As well as being fast, the logic analyser

has

another major requirement. Whereas the analogue

scope normally has two inputs and two traces
(sometimes three), the logic analyser has between 8

and 64. This is necessary so you can observe the
workings of today's 32 bit microprocessor systems.
The high number of traces can be accommodated on
a visual display because the verticaldetailrequirement
is low compared with that of the analogue test
scenano.
Successful use of a given instrument such as the
logic analyser, is very much a sealof-the-pants task.

logic analysers differ enormously in their facilities and
methods of control, and correct application depends

more on the job in hand than with any other
instrument you will handle. You can use a meter,

a

scope, a spechum analyser or whatever on a relatively

unknown circuit with some confidence, but in order
to use the logic analyser adequately, you must have
good idea of what your circuit under test should
the
enormous number of possible permutations of 32
inputs, and partly due to the operational complexity
of modern logic systems. The logic analyser is thus
more a diagnostic tool than an investigative
a very

do and how it does it. This is partly due to

instrument. The last point worth mentioning is how
to interpret the quoted bandwidth when selecting a
logic analyser. A 100MHz logic analyser actually
samples at a maximum rate of 100MHz. Although the

Nyquist Limit applies to analogue signals, it is not
relevant in the context of the logic analyser, as a
50MHz signal for example, although recognisable
when sampled at 100MHz, would not be displayed
in sufficient detail to be useful. It is important to
remember that we don't care about waveform: what
we want to know is relative timings. A minimum useful
amount of detail is provided when the logic analyser

captures at four times the fastest rate in the circuit
under test, and really a factor of 8 or 16 is necessary
to determine the presence of marginal timing hazards.
Thus our 100MHz logic analyser has in reality a signal
bandwidth of about 6to LZMHzor maybe 2SMHzif
you stetch the point, which brings it into line with the
general purpose analogue oscilloscope. A word of
caution: there are several cheap (about f400!) logic

analysers around with sampling rates

to

about

20MHz. As you willsee from the foregoing, these are

BBC
very
e will
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set you back about f2000, but it is totally wrong to
assume the cheaper one will get you by. In analogue,
a 20MHz scope is better than nothing. In digital, you
are better off with nothing than the wrong tool.

Signal Generators
Moving on now to support equipment, we will
consider Signal sources and ancillary metering
systems. Signal sources, more commonly known as

signal generators range from the incredibly crude to

the unbelievably sophisticated, and can cost from
about two quid (for the bits: build it yourself) to in
excess of

t200,000

(that's right: nearly a quarter of

a million!). The trick is to choose a suitable signal
generator for the task within the limits of your budget.
As we will see in a future issue, the performance
required of any piece of test equipment is dictated by
the overall precision of the whole measurement
system including the system under test. It is quite daft
to spend several thousand hard-earned greenbacks
(sorry- nasty little brassy coins, I live in Scotland!) on
a6lz digit voltmeter (resolution 0.001%) if you are
checking a batch of audio amplifiers which are resistors
with a tolerance of. +5%.lt is equally loony to try to
find high frequency sub-pV signals using a cheap
quality 20MHz oscilloscope. The same applies to
signal sources, with the rider that they tend to be a lot
more expensive than measuring instruments for the
same order of performance. First of all though, Iets
look at why we need signal generators at all.
The very simplest scenario is the testing of an
audio amplifier you have just prototyped. You want
to find out how it behaves: its maximum output swing,
its frequency response, its distortion. Normal signals
your amplifier copes with (music, pop music, loud
music) are not very good for checking the amplifier
output. lt is not enough to play a record into the input,
shove a speaker on the output and listen. your evalu-

this job does not need this precision anyway: a stable
power supply which is settable to about 1% would be

perfectly adequate. In fact, for general refercnce
purposes (digital 8 bit:l in 256 or O.4%), an ordinary
fixed three terminal vohage regulator (78ix series) has
quite adequate stability although its absolute voltage
may vary from device{o-device over a range of about

+2%. However, a good quality 10 turn potentionmeter and digitalvolt meter can be added to produce
a perfectly satisfactory general purpose 8 bit precision
voltage reference.
If you are thinking of spending the €800-€2500
needed to buy a high precision DC voltage reference,
beware of systems with a built-in GPIB inter{ace. This
is a little microprocessor systems which allows remote
programming by other instruments, and is very
popular and convenient. However, I have never yet
found a precision voltage reference with GPIB which
did not also have a high level o{ digital noise superimposed on the output. I had to buy one in a hurry
a couple of years back for an experiment at a major
defence research centre, and GPIB was essential, as
about 30,000 readings were to be taken, so automation was the only way. The output was, so noisy
that we spent about a day and a half of our one week
experiment modifying the voltage relerence to get a
clean output. We did not totally fix the problem even
then, and that was equipment costing about f 1200!
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The next candidate in our lineup is the basic audio
range signal generator. Modern ones usually produce
sine, triangle and square waves, and many have an

auxiliary TTL square wave output. The frequency
range is normally about 10Hz to 500KHz, with some
instruments emphasising the low end (down to
0.001H2!) and some, the top (up to 2MHz). Output
amplitude is normally adjustable over

a

range of about

+30V p/p to +10mV p/p with 600R or 50R output

whether you know the music already, how pleased
you are with yourself for completing the construction
job, whether your boss has just given you a raise (or
the boot) and so on. In short, your judgement will be
totally subjective. The objective test of the amplifier
is to put in a known input and compare the output
with it, O.K., so use a'scope! The problem is that your

impedance but many lower priced generators do not
perform well at the low amplitude end of their range.

There is frequently a DC OfIset control, which
superimposes a DC voltage on the signal (e.g.

t3V

becomes +4/-2V when a DC offset of +1V is
added). A very important point about the output of
these generators is that it is + 30V at no load. At any
loading the output willbe less than stated. When the
output impedanceZou, (600R or 50R) is matched by

the input impedance (2,^) of the circuit you

are

you can tell what the circuit is doing by comparing the
output signal with the input signal.

driving, the output will have half the voltage swing
(+15V). Zor, and Z,n act as a potential divider across
the output of the signal generator.
The majority of affordable Sine, Square, and
Tiiangle generators in the low frequency range
(<2MHz\ are in fact analogue oscillators. They either

DC References

and triangle waves. A bistable circuit produces the

[-ets look at a range of signal sources. The simplest,

square wave, and an integrator is driven by the square

amplitude and harmonic content.
If you have a stable signal source you know
exactly what is going into your circuit under test, so

E.I]

Waveform Generators

ation will depend on all sorts of things, including

music is constantly changing. You just don't have time
to observe and compare the input and output signals
before they have changed completely. What you need
is a constant signal It should be stable in frequency

H
Erl

use transistors or op-amps to generate square waves

and probably the most costly and difficult to make
well, is the DC Voltage Reference. From the user's
point of view, this consists of a box with a controllable
DC voltage at its output socket. This DC voltage
output is free of ripple (cyclic variation) and noise
(random variation) to a specified degree, and is
normally capable of delivering a few mA of current
without loss of precision (normally in the order of 1
in 104 or better). The DC voltage reference is used
when setting up comparators, A,/D and D,/A devices
and also when calibrating voltmeters, and 'scopes
which have a precision at least one order lower than
the reference. This is obviously not a power device.
It is not suitable for use as a power supply, even to very

low consumption circuits, and therefore is not what
you would use to find out how circuit performance
is affected by

power supply voltage change. However,
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wave to produce the triangle wave. A low-pass filter
is applied to the triangle wave to produce the sine
wave. This is a very good method of generating very
pure (distortion free) waveforms, but it suffers from
one major limitation a lot of capacitors are used in the
circuitry for timing purposes. Capacitors have the
worst value tolerance of any generally used
component, particularly large value capacitors
(electrolytics). As the system timing is controlled by

these wide-tolerance components, the frequency
accuracy of the generator will necessarily be quite
crude: the marked frequency on the control knobs
and the realfrequency can be quite different This may
or may not matter. When it does, there is another
piece of test gear you can use to allow for it: the
frequency meter but first, let us look at a kind of signal
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generator which does not suffer from this lack of
frequency accuracy.
The most precise frequency standard in common
use is the quartz crystal. This is a specially cut piece
of guess what? That's right: quartz crystal. It exhibits
the property of piezo electrical effect, When you bend
it, a voltage is developed across the piece of quartz,
and if you apply a potential across it, it bends. This
can be put to good effect in an oscillator. The quartz
crystal acts as a mechanical resonator which supplies
the stabilising signal to the system The output is a very
stable sinusoid of a very precisely defined frequency
(defined when the crystal was cut). It is possible to
produce low frequency crystals, but they tend to be
very big. I have a 3kHz crystal by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company (that was some time ago!) which
is about 120mm long by about 2mm square, all in a
glass tube about the size of those felt tip pens they label
parcels with. High frequency crystals are a lot smaller.

So the crystal gives us a precisely defined stable
frequency, but youd need an awful lot of different
crystals to provide the range and resolution needed
of your signal generator There is a trick though, which
solves ihis problem
If you take stable constant amplitude sinusoids

of different frequency and mix them (add them
together), the resulting output is modulated (varies
in amplitude) at a frequency equal to the difference
in frequency of the two input signals Put this output
through a rectifier and )ow-pass filter and you get a
pure signal at the difference frequency. For example,

mixing 50Hz and 51Hz gives you modulation at 1Hz,
which can be extracted as a pure 1Hz sinusoid. This
signal could be used as one input to a second mixing
process and so on. A fairly small selection of standard
crystals can thus be used to generate a large number
of alternate output frequencies by mixing and
remixing frequencies. This is the basis of heterodyne
frequency synthesizers, which are excellent precisely
settable and stable instruments. They have only one
major drawback: they cost the earth (often in excess
of t5000) Heterodyne frequency synthesizers tend
to output sinusoids only, and to operate in the
medium to high megahertz bands, as their primary
application is radio communications test and
development. Some do, provide limited bandwidth
square and triangle waveforms.
There is a final kind of signal generator which is
mainly used at lower frequencies and is extremely
versatile It also costs more than you've got in the piggy
bank. Thls is the digital waveform generator. It consists
in effect of a digital memory store driving a digital to

analogue converter at a crystal controlled rate.
Absolutely any waveform may be stored in the

memory, however complex (subject to ihe resolution
D/A converter). and replayed repetitively. The
sound sampler (if you're an electronic music fan) is
just such an jnstrument, except that the test gear
equivalent has a much more preeise way of loading
the memory with the relevant digital data. Normally
the data is generated by input of the mathematical
formula which describes the waveform, and
frequently the standard ones (sine, square, triangle,
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sawtooth) are preloaded options. The digital
waveform generator has a limitation on upper
frequency of operation which depends on the number
of samples you need to describe the waveform in
sufficient detail. It is never perfect, as the nominally
smooth line of the c.urve is in fact built of little steps.
This is called quantisation distortion and effectively
amounts to the addition of unwanted very high
frequency components to the waveform. A low-pass
filter at the output solves the problem, so long as the
filter is very carefully tuned to let through everything
you want and block everything else. Here lies a major
contribution to the cost of the gear. The filter m ust be
re-adjusted for every different output frequency and
every waveform shape
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REFEREITCES
This month, Paul
Chappell reviews a
uariety of uaried
voltage regalators

ressing on from the last brief survey of
The way that almost all variable regulators work
fixed regulators, we now come to the is like this. The internal circuitry establishes a fixed
variable ones. These do much the same

refercnce voltage (V,"6 in Fig.la) between the output
is fixed,
this sets a certain current to flow through R1. In case
you've forgotten Ohm's law since your school days,
I'll just remind you that the current will be V."1/R1.
This very same current will flow through R2, so the
total output voltage witl be Vref plus the voltage
dropped by R2, which willbe Vreg x R2/Rl. Adding
the two gives the rule of thumb formula shown in

job as the fixed variety but instead of pin and the adjust pin. Because the voltage
having their output voltage set during
manufacture, the voltage can be varied by the user
over a range of perhaps 1.5V to 30V. The voltage is
usually set with a pair of resistors. Figure 1 shows the
general circuit, applicable to most regulators.
One reason for choosing a variable regulator is

Fig.1a.
The reason the formula isnt entirely correct

is

that

the current to operate the internal circuitry of the
regulator IC is grounded via the adjust pin, and this
also flows through R2, raising the voltage across it. So
the rule of thumb formula is a slight under-estimate
of the real output voltage. To be spot on, you have
to add on Iuo, x R2 to the value you get.
As an example, how about having a go with the
LM317L, which is an adjustable regulator similar to
the 78lxx series fixed regulators. The output voltage
can be set anywhere from 1.25V up to 30V The
adjust pin current is nominally 50pA, but the value
could be anything up to twice this on some samples
of the IC. lt will be lower on others. The way to reduce

(bl

Fig. 2 (al Circuit showing capacitors to improve performance.
(bl Addition of diodes to protect the lC.

that it is possible to set voltages which are just not
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available from fixed types. Or perhaps they are available, but you don't have them to hand. The range of

voltages now on offer from fixed regulators is a good
deal wider than you may think, if your main source
of information is a general component catalogue. Did

you know, for instance, that you can get a 4.6V
regulator, or a 5.2V one? AI&I make both. Or if youU
prefer 13.8V you could go for the Lambda LASISCB.
But for a regulator of any old voltage that's always on
hand when you need it, it has to be a variable one.
Another reason that might tempt you to go for
a variable regulator is that it saves having drawers full
of the various common fixed voltages. One type is all
you need; just select the right resistors and it will be
a 5V regulator, a L2V one, or 15V or whatever you
want. Finally, you might like to make a simple variable
voltage power supply. Just replace R2 with a pot, as
I
shown in Fig.lb, and you've got one.
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benefit from the inclusion of a pair of capacitors as
shown in Fig.2a. Capacitor C1 is needed if the regulator is far from the power supply filter capacitors. C2
may be necessary for stability in some regulators, and
in any case will aid transient response, so it's just as
well to include it unless you're really miserly! For the
LM317L, C1 would be 100n and C2 a lpF tant. An
optional extra is C3, which will help to reduce noise
and improve ripple rejection. A tant of around 10pF
will be suitable.
To protect the regulator, indeed any regulator
against the condition where the output voltage may
become higher than the input voltage, diode D1 of

uncertainty about the adjust pin current's contribution
to the output voltage is to swamp it out by making the
current through Rl much larger say 5mA, the largest

error we'll get from ignoring the adjust pin current
altogether and by using the nominal 50prA value in
our calculations, the error from this willbe 1% or less.
We ve decided on the current through R1 (5mA) ,
and from the data sheet we know the reference voltage is 1.25V, so this settles the value of R1 as 250R.
In real life we'll choose the nearest preferred value of
270R (or 240 il you have a stock of E24 resistors)
giving a current of 4.6mA. Now we're all set to choose
a value of R2 to give whatever voltage we need. It will

begivenby: R2 : (V - 7.251 x 2.l6.Visthevoltage
we want at the output, and the 216pops up because
it's the number of oh ms that will drop 1V at the current
we've set with R1. Am I making this impossibly

Fig.2b is included. Most of the time this won't be
necessary: the condition usually occurs when the
power is turned off, in which case the power supply
fitted capacitors will ensure that V,n drops relatively
slowly. Problems occur when there are large capacitors on the output side of the regulator which may
hold up the output voltage after the input has fallen.
If you're making a variable power supply for your lab,
you won't be sure what will be connected to the
output, so including D1 is a sensible way to avoid
damage to the IC.
D2 will be needed, for much the same reason,
if you use C3. It makes sure that the adjust terminal
won't become higher in voltage than the regulator's
output if C3 discharges slower than the filter

complicated? If you don't follow, forget everything I've
said so far and work it out from this:

R2

:

(V

-

V,"r X (R1,/V,"r)

which is the general formula applicable to any old
regulator. Just plug in the numbers and you're away.
OK, so we want a 12V output. Popping the
numbers into the formula above gives a value for R2
of 2k3. The nearest El2 prelened value is 2k2, so
that's the resistor we'll use. This will actually set a
voltage of about 11.5V which shows one of the
drawbacks of variable regulators: unless you're well
stocked with at least the E24range of resistor values,
or ar€ prepared to trim the output voltage by combining R2 with a preset, you usually won't be able to
quite hit the voltage you want.
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capacitors.

Some variable Regulator ICs
As with the fixed regulators, there are scads of different

types, and usually not a lot to choose between them
as far as performance goes. Thble 1 shows a selection
of types and Fig.3 gives their pin connections.

Practical Matters
As with the fixed regulators, the variable ones often
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TECHI{OLOGY
or many years now, printed circuit boards
have been made by one single technique.

A copper conducting track sits on

an

insulating base material, holes are drilled
through the copper and base to allow component leads to be inserted, and the leads are soldered
to the track making up the complete electronic circuit

(Fig. 1).
Since the advent of the transistor some forty
years ago, such through-hole PCBs have formed by
fai the most popular form of circuit construction, be
they for amateur, consumer or professional use. Many
types of component have evolved or been specifically
designed for mounting by through-hole PCB means;
ordinary resistors and capacitors, transistors, dual-inline integrated circuits and so on Such components
are now known as /eaded components (as in having
not as in leaded petrol).
connecting leads

-

Of course, there are many variations on this
theme. For instance, the traditionalthrough-hote PCB
of copper on a rigid insulating base is often adapted
by using a flexible base, used regularly on car dash-

board displays and the like. Other types of PCBs,
known as multi-layer PCBs (Fig. 2) have many layers
oI copper tracks laminated between thin rigid or
flexible insulating layer. These are often used where
assembly size need to be kept to a minimum

ETI FEBRUARY I99O

-

multi-

layer PCBs of up to thirty layers are often used in
military applications.
Recently however, a completely new style of
PCB has come into regular use, where components
are no longer mounted with connecting leads inserted

through holes in the PCB but are instead simply
mounted on the surface of the board prior to soldering. To be fair, such surface mounted assemblies
(SMAs) aren't really a new form of PCB
- hybrid
circuits have been around 30 years or so relying on
this method for component attachment. Hybtid
circuits, though, are pretty specialised, having thick
or thin-film passive components initially built up onto

Small is beautiful,
small is fiddly, small is
surface mount. SM
technology is a

revolution in
manufacturing and is
hovering enticingly
over the amateur
market. Keith
Brindley is our man
with the microscope
and mini soldeing iron

specially manufactured base substrates before
components are surface moUnted. Figure 3 illustrates
the differences through-hole, hybrid, and surface
mount PCBs.
On the other hand, SMAs, of a general-purpose
nature are becoming extremely common, using
readily available base materials such as copper-clad
phenolic paper or fibre glass board, manufactured in
common ways by photo-printing the circuit's track
Iayout onto the copper, followed by etching away the
unwanted copper. Of course, no drilling of holes or
insertion of component leads through the holes is
required. The components (SMCs) have no connecting leads and so are known as leadless components.
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Fig. 1 A conventional through-hole PCB. A leaded
component is inserted through holes in the board
and soldered to the copper track on the other side

many. The main two are:
O miniaturisation
- a number of factors go towards
the size reduction which SMAs allow. SMCs are much
smaller than their leaded counterparts (simply
because they have no leads) and as a result are lighter
too. High-density integrated circuits are able to have
a considerably greater number of connection pins,
more closely spaced. SMAs can have components
mounted on both sides of the board.
o cost reduction components have no leads so
are cheaper to make. On assembly, difficulties
experienced in inserting component leads through
holes in the board are eliminated, so faster and
cheaper assembly is possible. The lack of leads means
that robotic assembly methods are cheap and labour
costs are drastically cut.
Indeed, the only real disadvantage of SMAs is

the fact that components, particularly complex

integrated circuits, are difficult if not impossible to
assemble and solder in by hand. For anything but the

Fig.2 Principle of a multi-layer PCB, whare many layers of
copper track are laminated togethe, with insulating layers
to form a single boards. Holes can either go right through
the board, or merely between two or moro of the layers

most simple of SMA, machine-aided assembly and
soldering is required. Assembly machines are available from simple microscope attachments through to
f ully automatic assembly machines (see later), which

require little or no human involvement apart from

ensuring a supply of components. The simpler

assembly requirements of SMCs over leaded com-

ponents means that these machines aren't

as

expensive as you might think either, and even small
manufacturers can find it an advantage to change
from through-hole to surface mounted assembly
techniques.

SMCs
What about the components themselves? What

is

available and what packages do they come in? Figure

5 shows a selection of common shapes. By faithe
most popular arethe chip passive and active devices
(resistors, capacitors and diodes). The name chrp,
incidentally, derives from the fact that they look like
a chip of material, rather than being an integrated
circuit type of chip. They are also sometimes called
cubic

-

technically incorrect as they are rectangular

prism shape.
Another component form worthy of note is the
smalloutline range of active devices. Simplest of these
range
small
sually
Fig. 3 Comparing through-hole, hybrid,
and surface mount PCBs lal through-hole
(bl hybrid (cl surface mount

so14

If you're not convinced it'll catch on, look at the
graph in Fig. 4 which shows the percentages of electronics assembli
MCs, comparing
through-hole as
. By i990 around
half of all electronic assemblies will contain SMCs.
Estimates close to 100% by the turn of the century
have been made.

Not every country has yet realised

the

advantages of SMAs. Some, notably the USA, have
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been extremely slow to cotton on to the fact that
surface mount technology (SMT) represents the next
phase of electronics manufacture. Japan (as you
might expect) most certainly has
with as much as
50% of assemblies manufactured -by SMA means lor
some years now. There's no doubt that if you havent
seen a surface mount PCB yet, you soon will.

SMA Advantages
difficult to quantify every advantage which SMAs
have over through-hole assemblies: there are so
It's

package has 14 terminals, as SO8 has 8 terminals.
All these small outline devices are derived from
standard components available in through-hole form
which have been adapted. In effect they ae smaller
versions oftheir leaded counterparts, often havingthe
same generic number (4L48, 741 and so on).

Although they are still classed as leadless
components, again a misnomer because they do
actually have small mounting leads usually of a dualin-line nature (these serve a specific purpose which
we'll look at later). Dimension of these mounting
terminals are such (0.015 inch wide, on 0.05 inch
centres) that they allow, with extreme care and a
miniature bit, hand assembly and soldering.
A more miniaturised development of the SOIC
is the
nent
pically all

fours
(form

aves
IC

terminals
.025 inch
too small for unaided hand assembly and
ck

centres
soldering.
There is also the group known as chip carriers.

There the word chip does refer to a silicon chip
(integrated clrcuit). As far as general purpose surfacL

mount PCBs are concerned, the only type of
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Fig. 4 Fercentages of electronic assemblies
containing surface mount components with
those using through-hole components

common chip carrier is the plastic leaded chip carrier
(PLCC). This is basically a plastic body housing the
silicon integrated circuit, with J-shaped terminals from

the side of the body hooking round underneath, as
in Fig. 6. Another type not used in general-purpose
surface mount PCBs but worth a mention, is the
leadless cermaic chip carrier (LCCC)
- which uses
a ceramic body to house the integrated circuit chip and
metalised tdrminations instead of terminals. LCCCs

are used in more professional applications

-

particularly rnilitary.
Miniaturisation of SMCs even further can only
result from the ability to mount the integrated circuit
chip directly onto the board. In hybrid assembly, chipon-board (COB) (sometimes called bare chip-and-

wire) technology is not new

-

although it is an

exacting procedure not lending itself to large volume
manufacture, as each terminalof the chip requires to
be individually and sequentially soldered onto the
board.
Component manufacturers have attempted to
get round the problem in a number of ways, the most
suciessful appearing to be tape automated bonded

(TAB) integrated circuits, sometimes known

as

mikropack components. These are bare semiconductor dice mounted onto polyimide film tape reels,
then having connection terminals etched on by the
manufacturer. The user merely. reels the required
number of components off the reel, places them in
position on the PCB, and mounts them onto the
board surface in a single soldering operation.
Soldering of TABs can be by a number of means, the
most straightforward being the heated collet, which
is basically a soldering iron with an open square bit,
fitting over the TAB device, so that the bit heats only
the terminations. Fairly accurate control of bit
temperature is required, meaning a thermocouple
and control circuit, but TAB devices with many

hundreds of terminations may be soldered onto
surface mount PCBs in seconds.
TAB components represents the current state-

of-the-art in component miniaturisation, and are
finding their way into more and more appliances.
Nowadays, only high-volume mass-produced appliances such as digital watches, pocket calculators,
smart-cards and so on are benefitting, but in the future,
all areas of electuonics will undoubtedly feature them.

Component Handling
Because most surface mount PCBs are made with the
aid of machine assembly, the subject of how to handle
the components and ensure they are at the assembly

point when the machine requires them, is of vital
importance. As you might expect, there's a number
of handling methods. The first, we've akeady seen,
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Fig. 5 Common surface mount component shapes
is taped and reeled components.
Reeled taping of components is not restricted to
TABs. Allsurface mounted components may be taped

on a reel

- indeed, this is often one of the major
design factors for SMCs. Tape can be of paper type
but more often is of a blistered polyimide construction,
shown in Fig. 7. As the tape is sprocket driven, taping
of components aids PCB assembly as components
can be fed to the assembly point one after the other,
as fast or as slowly as the machine can cope. Further,
each component is guaranteed to be right way round.
Different tape widths are available for different
component dimensions, following the major widths
of photographic film (Smm, l6mm, 24mmand so on)
for the obvious reason that the required sprocket drive
mechanisms are readily available.

Other means of handling components include
magazines (Fig. 8). Many types are used, but all have

the disadvantage of holding limited numbers of
components. Where taped and reeled components

may be reels

of

many thousands

of

devices,

magazines only hold a hundred or so components at

most. AIso, each magazine is specific to particular
assembly machines.
Simple twoterminal, non-polarised components
are sometimes handled in bulk. They are typically
poured into a hopper on the assembly machine and
simply vibrated to the assembly point. Although on
the face of it this seems a perfectly good means of
handling, component dimensions must be strictly
maintained as the vibratory f.eeder system will only
handle one particular size of component. Each
different size of component requires a different
vibratory feeder.

Assembly
Unless hand-assembly of components is to be
undertaken, an assembly machine will be used to
position the components onto the surface of the
board. Component positioning is commonly known
as placing, and so assembly is more often called
component placement.
Generally, the major part of the assembly
machine will be formed by a placement head which

Fig. 6 Plastic leaded chip
carriers lPLCCsl house

chip integrated circuits,
and have J-shaped
terminations
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ROTATION

Fig. 7 Taping methods for surface mount
components (al paper tape (b) plastic blister tape

Fig. 9 'Pick and place' placement head

soldering has the assembled board passed over a
wave of molten solder.
There are two problems when attemptingto CS
solder surface mount PCBs.

Fig. 8 Various types of
component magazines
(al linear (bl stick
(cl stack

selects the next component to be mounted onto the
PCB then mounts it. The operation is often called pick
and place' for this reason. Figure 9 shows the basis of
such a placement head, where a vacuum tip holds the
SMC, and a spindle assembly allows rotation and up

and down motion.
Because of the small size of components,
placement must be highly accurate (as high as

-r0.05mm

for some types of

components

-

generally, the more terminals a component has, the
more accurate placement must be. Such high

accuracy cannot always be obtained by purely
mechanical means, vision is used in some assembly
machines, where a camera monitors the PCB and the
placement head to aid accuracy. PCBs must feature
a machine-recognisable mark (known as a fiducial
which allows the machine to correct for any
mechanical tolerance under microprocessor control.

Soldering
It is usual to solder the whole PCB at one time
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processes are sometimes called

-

known as mass soldering. Industrial mass soldering
machines used for through-hole PCBs can be used
for surface mount PCBs as long as the surface mount
components themselves allow this. The problem with
conventional through-hole soldering machines is that

they leave a considerable amount of solder behind
after the soldering process. Such machines rely on the

the required joints between components and PCB
track, and so they are sometimes known as CS
processes (component/solder). The most common
CS soldering process for through-hole PCBs, wave

SC

processes,

although the name reflow soldering is often incorrectly
given (reflow refers to the re-heating of previously
applied solid solder
- not solder paste). Addition of
solder past {irst means that an accurate dose can be
applied
- avoiding the bridging problems of wave
soldering The process also avoids adhesive as the
PCB doesn't need to be inverted.
A number of methods of SC soldering processes
are available, of which infra-red heating elements and

heating by the latent heat

of evaportation

(by

immersing the assembled PCB in the vapour of a
heated liquid) are the most common.
Either way, if a surface mount PCB is soldered
by CS or SC means, adhesive or solder paste must
be applied at the assembly stage. The two methods
are illustrated in Fig. 10. Actual application of either
adhesive or solder paste is formed in one of three
different ways, shown in Fig. 11. These are:

o

mounting of components first, followed by the
simultaneous application of solder and heat to form

=

First, SMCs are mounted on the same side of the
board as the track So to wave solder a surface mount
PCB, the board must first be inverted before soldering.
By the law of gravity, components will fall off ! If wave
soldering machines are to be used for soldering of
surface mount PCBs therefore, components must first
be stuck to the surface of the PCB with adhesive.
Second, some components with small closelyspaced terminals cannot be soldered by wave
soldering, simply because the excess solder which is
feature of the process bridges the terminals, causing
short circuits.
With a few exceptions, therefore, most surface
mount PCBs are soldered by other means. Usually,
these rely on adding a small amount of solder first,
in the form of solder paste, then placing the
component, finally heating to melt the solder. Such

screen printing

- a nylon mesh screen is

impregnated with a negative of the pattern of adhesive
or paste to be applied to the PCB and is then shetched
over the PCB. A squeegee (rubber block) is used to
force adhesive or paste through the screen where the
negative pattern does not exist, thus forming a positive
pattern on the PCB.
o pin transfer pins are dipped into the adhesive
or paste reservoir, then applied to the PCB, leaving
small dots of adhesive or paste on the PCB.
o nozzle dispensing syringe-type nozzles pump
adhesive or paste directly onto the PCB.

After application the components must

be

immediately placed, then the PCB should be allowed
to cure before heating or soldering.
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Track Design

you have to consider the soldering process As the

More so than conventional through-hole components, SMCs require that the PCB track layout be
designed extremely carefully. SMCs are small and
have closely situated terminals so the track needs to
be very accurate. Further, track dimensions depend
very much on the soldering process used. If the PCB
is to be wave soldered (a CS process) component
lands will need to be larger than those of an SC
soldered PCB.
Figwe 12 shows component lands for small
outline transistors The inner shaded area represents
the land size for a PCB which is to be SC soldered,
while the outer shaded areas indicate land sizes for
a PCB to be CS soldered
Small outline integrated circuit: width depends
on the number of pins (SO4 to 5016:4mm, SO20
to SO28:7.6mm), so land positions vary accordingly. Pin spacing for all SOICs is 1.27mm Land
centre-to-centre spacings are:

SMC

506 to 5016

SC

SO28

SO20 to

soldering CS soldering

5lmm
9,6mm

PLCC land dimensions are shown

5.8mm
10.2mm

in

Fig. 12

of lands along each edge depend on
individual PLCCs. As PLCCs (with only a few
Numbers

exceptions) need to be SC soldered, dimensions are

fixed and no options are given.

Thermal Considerations
There are two important considerations to bear in
mind {or surface mount PCBs. First, the miniaturisation creates a secondary problem
- heat. The
smaller and closer together components are, the
hotter the assembly gets. Supplementary heat
extraction in the form of heatsinks and fans may be
needed.
However, the second heat consideration is by far
the most important. It is caused by the different
thermal coefficients of expansion (TCEs) of components and circuit board base materials, and is often
calledthermal mismatch To see how important it is.

SC SOLDER
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solder melts, both PCB and components are at the
soldering temperature (around 200'C) As the

Lffi

assembly cools, the board and the components
contract at different rates due to the different TCEs
Significant stress on the soldered joints results, which
can fracture the joints.
The problem is specifically a surface mounted

one, because although thermal mismatches ocur
between leaded through-hole components, the leads
themselves are compliant did flex, taking up any
differences in length automatically. Many surface
mounted components have no such in-built compliancy, as they are leadless
In the extreme, the best solution is to use a PCB
base material which has the same TCE as the components. Substrates such as alumina and beryllia have

been used which do just that, and form the only

solution where extremely large variations in
temperatures are likely to occur (space, military and
so on). As you might expect though, substrates Iike
these are expensive and difficult to manufacture,
unlike fibre glass PCBs.
Fortunately however, simpler alternatives have
been developed for general-purpose SMAs The first
simply ignores the probiem Small two-terminal
components (up to about 6mm in length) such as chip
capacitors and resistors, can be used without problem
because the even smaller difference in length due to
thermal mismatch is absorbed by the solder joints
Low complexity circuits (without complex integrated
circuits), should suffer no joint fractures.
Where lCs are required in a circuit, small outline
devices, PLCCS and TABs can sidestep the problem
Such SMCs have terminals, albeit small, which allow

a compliancy which prevents damage by thermal
mismatch.

Amateur SMA
As far as amateur production of PCBs is concerned,

it'll probably be a little while before surface mount
PCBs become the norm. Readers will appreciate from
this feature that assembly and soldering of the small
SMCs is no mean feat by hand For a good {ew years

k4

Starting lrcm 12 o'clock - clockwise:
stencils and squeegee; stencil printer;
placement table and vacuum pen; rotary
component carousel; inf ra-red oven
yet, through-hole PCBs will be used in ETI, and its

ilk. However, like it or not, as worlwide industrial
production of PCBs goes towards surface mount
processes, it will be simple fact that fewer and fewer
leaded components willbe available for amateur use.
Eventually of course, none will be left and only SMCs
will be around (and this may be in the not-so-distant
future
- so watch this space!).
Some suppliers are already gearing up to hand
production of surface mount PCBs, and tools are
already available. Specially shaped soldering iron bits,
alJowing simultaneous soldering of all terminals of
small outline components and so on will form the
amateur's main arsenal of tools. Magnifying glasses
are also extremely useful purchases! With such tools,
and a reasonably steady hand, hand soldering of even
the most complex of TAB integrated circuits is not
outside the realms o{ possibility.

KEY

LAI{D FOB SC
SOI.DEBING
LAND FOR CS
SOLOERING
ALL DIMENSIONS lN mm

Fig. 12 Land sizes for small outline transistors
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E43.50 pair.
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As kit above but using the Elac tweeter which has had such rave

reviews

To

replace units
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plate) 863.50 pair.

order METAL 25DT30 (104mm round
or METAL 25DT29 (120x90mm plate)

+p&p 83.00
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Direct replacement for the s/+" (19mm) unit used in so many small
speakers. Sensitivity 88dB (94mm round
841 .90 pair.
+ p&p 83.00

plate)

CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER
Replacing the DN1 2 network in speakers employing the Kef 8139,
B1 1 0, T27 combination, this crossover greatly improves detail and
definition. (Screw terminal connections) t48.95 pair +p&p e3,00

WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit cabinet.
induced colouration. (Foam sandwiched between two layers ol
bitumin.) Sell adhesive.
Size: 270x200x 16mm.
Set of I (will treat pr. of smali/med. speakers)'816 +p&p 83
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here is something enormously satisfying
about building your own loudspeakers. It's
partly the sense of achievement, partly the
knowledge that you're saving huge
amounts of money, but most of all it's the
feeling of smugness as you demonstrate them to hiJi
minded friends and subtly point out that you built
them yourself.
All this turns to ashes however, if a hiji friend
turns round and says, 'Ah yes, but my speakers have
got the latest metal dome tweeters." Curses. No matter
how satisfying, your own speakers never sound the
same agaln.
The problem with DIY speakers is that, whatever
their sonic merits, theydften seem to miss out on the
latest trends and technology. Enter the Wilmslow
Audio Digital 90. In terms of the drive units used, this
must be one of the most up-to-date DIY designs cur-

rently available.
The Digital 90 has been put together around an
Elac 25mm metal dome tweeter, a unit which has
appeared in a number of favourably-reviewed
speakers in the last year or two
- including models
from Musical Fidelity, Monitor and TDL. Wilmslow
has been offering it as an upgrade kit for some months
now, but this is the first time it has been used it in a

complete loudspeaker. lt is paired with a 170mm
polypropylene bass/mid unit from Scanspeak (a
Danish manufacturer better known for its D2008
tweeter used by Linn, Naim, Spendor and a few
others). The drivers are linked to the outside world
via a ready built third-order crossover and mounted
in a l5-litre reflex-loaded cabinet. All good upmarket
stuff and obvious DIY competition for speakers like
the Musical Fidelity MC-2 and Celestion SL6. The kit
comes with a flatpack cabinet (including a frame for
the grille), rellex tubes, acoustic panels and wadding,
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and a]l-the necessary connectors and screws. There's
even grille cloth and a pair of little stick-on badges.
As kits go, it is not cheap
it costs f259 including
VAT.

-

My speaker projects usually start out with a large
sheet of plywood or chipboard and get messier from
there onwards, so building the 90s felt like cheating
The cabinets are made entirely of Medite, a smoother,

Colin Shelbourn
reviews an improved
speaker kit from
Wilmslow Audio

high density version of chipboard which is far nicer

to work with and easy to paint or veneer. All the
cabinet panels are supplied fully cut and drilled. All
you have to do is slot 'em together and provide the
glue and a few tools.
The instructions all seemed straightforward, so
once I had checked that everything fitted and there
was nothing missing, I got out the stopwatch and
started gluing.
It really was kitchen table stuff. Wilmslow suggest
that whilst the glue sets, you can hold the cabinet
together with masking tape, though a set of clamps
would come in handy. The cabinets went together like
a dream
- the only problem arose when I came to
fit the crossovers. The instructions blithely tell you to:
"fit crossover network to back panel as shown in
diagram". Screws are supplied, but what they don't
warn you is that screwing into Medite is a pain. Also,
the screws supplied were too long; if I had tightened
them down they would have come through the back
panel. On my second cabinet, I drilled some pilot
holes first and smeared Vaseline on the screws to
make them go in easier. (This always looks a highly
suspect practice, so make sure that no one is watching
you.)
Wilmslow supply two types of acoustic treatment: 'Wacoustic Panels'for the walls (these are selfadhesive bitumen and foam pads which simply press
into place) and Acoustimax wadding to lightly fill the
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read in the hi-fi press, so I was sceptical ofthe benefits
of bi-wiring. I began by using the 90s in conventionally
wired mode. Once I got used to the sound, I added
the extra cables and removed the links between the
I

terminals on the back of the speaker. (lncidentally,
resonances under control. Me,

I prefer belts

have you ever tried fitting two lots of speaker wire into

and

braces.

The crossovers connect to two pairs of binding
posts on the back panel; that's right, the Digital 96
comes ready for biwiring. All praise to Wilmslow
Audio for leaping on this particular bandwagon so

quickly.
The Elac tweeter comes with its own thin gasket
to ensure an airtight se
devoid of such frills.
bedding it into a layer
reluctant to start hurlin
drive unit. I used a thin ring of Blutak.

An additional
fairly heavy drive
needed something
than six smallwood

a
m

amplifier and plug

p with bi-wiring?).
ism. Bi-wiring made
th
ly clearer and more
immediate. Have we really been listening to muddy
speakers for all these years for want of such a simple
modification?
My hi-fi is probably the sort of middle range
system the Digital 90s can expect to end up in
MusicalFidelity 41, Rega turntable and yamaha CD
player. The 90s are about average sensitivity, so the
,{1 had to work a little harder than it was used to, but
at least that meant it was turning electricity into music
instead of heat!
I have a markeC aversion to the sizzly, over-bright

to afflict the majority of hi-fi
loudspeakers I like detail and clarity, but I don't like
to feel I'm being raked with a laser all the time. The
90 came as a huge relief The treble was clear and
delicate, but it didnt shout at me or draw too much
attention to itself. First points to the Elac. My only
treble that seems

and bolts. Failing that, how about those double
threaded chipboard screws?
Crossover apart, I encountered no problems in

building the speakers. Anyone who can identify the
business end of a screwdriver could have them built
in about five hours. The only bit which looked tricky
was fitting the grille fixing pegs to the grille frame. This
requires some careful drilling and
- mostly due to
timg
I sklpped it. The speakers look good enough
with the grilles off.

criticism

is that it

sounded 'wispy'

at

times,

emphasising breathing noises. Further down the
range, the 90s didn't have deep bass in abundance

but then I
too much for a cabinet only

I heard drum rolls but didn't feel them

suppose you can't expect
19 inches high. The bass had a curiously rubbery
quality, but it seemed to improve the more I played
them. The speakers were good at getting to grips with
'tactile sounds
the resiny sound of bow strings, for
- had
example
but
a tendency to sound a little
lightweight, until some real bass came along and I
started to think that they weren't so bad after all. Not

Alyvay, enough of nit-picking. How did they

Eal

sound? Well, this took a while to find out. Wilmslow

=
moving around

Erl

E
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I

- to the detriment of my carpet eventually settled on placing the speakers quite close
l, toed in to

fire

seat.

nation of depr
may
ething differen
their
designs, you can hearthem for yourselfin a dedicated
Iistening room at Wilmslow Audio.)
Finally I was ready to go. I never believe anything
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the most exciting speakers to listen to but they always

sounded natural. relaxed and on the whole selfeffacing. A good speakerfor classical music or acoustic

instruments.
The Digital 90

commercial models at or above its price level. By
going the DIY route, you're not restricted in how your
speakers are going to look; Wilmslow sell a range of
iron-on veneers and Medite takes paint easily (you can

is a

high quality speaker which can

more than hold its own against ready-built,

achieve an interesting marbled effect simply by
staining and varnishing). Additionally, the speakers
are easy to modify is you want to try out the latest hifi 'tweakl Personally, I wouldnt dream of buying a
ready-built altemative. Constructing is more satisfying
than merely consuming any day.
Extended listening to the 90s led to a vague
dissatisfaction with the treble, which seemed to be
playing separately from the mid and bass. Changing
the phase of the Elac drive units didn't appear to
change anything. Finally a couple of small modifica-

tions which the constructor may find worthwhile.
(Wilmslow's instructions suggest both units are wired

E
frl
frl

in phase with each other).
The bass can sound waffly in some locations.
This is possibly a function of room, furniture, and, or
musical tastes. Testing the response of the 90s (using
an Apple Macintosh and MacRecorder program as a
rather expensive sine-wave generator) I found that it
falls off quite quickly below 68H2. Blanking off the
reflex port got rid of the waffle without losing much
in the way of bass and, to my ears, the whole system
sounded a lot cleaner.

=

SPECIFICATION
Cabinetvolume l5litres

Response
Sensitivity
Power

hanilling

Dimensions

40Hz-20kHz {no tolerances given}
86.5dB 1W1m
100 watts

480mm high

x

220mm wide

x

250mm deep
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ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

.
.

EAST

AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

VERY COMPETITIVE

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

O DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

.

NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO ETC
FOR f1.50 TO RECEIVE YOUR I99O CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATAT,OGUE AND VOUCHERS WHICH YOU CAN USE AGAINST
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
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EPROMEMT]LATOR

A 32K EPROM
Emulator which can
also be used in 6502
or 6809 home
computers, Mike
Bedford explains

number of years ago we published the
design for an EPROM emulator capable

of emulating the 2758, 2716, 2732,
2532, 2764 and 2564 EPROMs together with the A-suffix variants (1,2).
This card adhered to the Tanbus specification and was
therefore aimed primarily at the then large bunch of
Tangerine Microtan devotees. Subsequently this same
card has been used as a constituent part of the ETI

Stand-Alone EPROM Programmer,/ Em ulator (3,4).

The design for this unit made provision for

a

forthcoming MKII emultor card, this new board being
the subject of this article.
Having 32K bytes o{ memory compared to the
8K of the original emulator, the MKII card is able to
emulate the EPROMs listed above plus the 27128 and
27256 (together with their A-suffix variants). Furthermore, it increases the internal memory of the StandAlone EPROM Programmer / Emulatorto 6K hence
allowing EPROMs up to 27512 to be read into the
unit. Of course, since the stand-alone unit was

E{
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designed around the Gnbus specification this card will
plug straight into a Microtan if there are any Tangerine
enthusiasts still out there. Also, with a bit of extra work,
primarily on the mechanical side, this card could be
used with any other home computer based around
a6502 or 6809 processor. The BBC comes into this
category and is probably the most likely application
of this card other than as a part of the ETI Stand-Alone
EPROM Programmer / Emulator.
Apart from the increased memory size there are
a number of other differences between the MKI and
the MKII emulators. The underlying philosophy of the
current design is KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid)! One
major difference between the two emulators is the
battery back-up of the RAM. The MKI design used
CMOS RAM(as an option) with a switchable
on-board battery supply and gating of the eE signals
to prevent false writes at power on/off..ln accordance
with the KISS approach, allthis complication has been
done away with and the MKII emulator RAM is not
backed up. In justification of this apparent backwards
step is the fact that 5 years ago most Microtan systems
had cassette decks as mass storage and anything to
avoid repeated loadings was much appreciated. With
today's abundance of floppy (and even hard) discs,

Ioading code is not accompanied with the same
feelings of trepidation and dread!

pa
ne

th
signal on this emulator despite the fact that the

of such a signal rather than the automatic approach
used on the Mkl card. In fact this hasn,t been done and
the acces
me ie. the
has
access to
the emult
the
host (ie t
Program
tor)
tries to access it in which case it gets priority.

Construction
This really shouldn't cause any difficulties. With the

exception of configuring the links to the required

address range and a word about the pods, there aren,t
any special instructions. Figure 3 shows the five ways

LK2 and LK3 may be configured by give 32K of
contiguous memory. There are other addressino
possibilities in which the 32K is split up int" u,
-u"!
as four separate blocks and Figure 3 (f) shows the
generalised
h willbe required

If
memory,

to do this.
ontiguous blocks
of
one of the blocks
picked have addresses which are identical except for
bit 15 as these whould end up mapping onto the same

place (so for example the $0000- $1FFF blocks are
an illegal pair). AIso, if using non
blocks
the constructor will have to work o
d Link

3 configurations himself

- havi

how it

works section this should't be too difficult. If you are
thinking of using adjacent blocks, there are some
options for which it won't be possible to come up with
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Fig.l Mk ll Emulator card for stand-alone EPROM Programmer/Emulator circuit diagram.
an LK3 setting to put the blocks in the same order
from the target port. This shouldn't really matter too
much as software loading into non-contiguous
memory on the host will have to be aware of the
discontinuities so could just as easily take account of
the order at the same time. The other link which
requires configuraton is LK1. If set to (b) the BE signal
willbe active and this signal must then be low in order
for the card to be addressed from the host port. This
option is used in a multiple page address map,
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something which is used to increase the addressing
capacity of an 8-bit computer beyond 64K. If LK1 is
set to (a), the card is always available to the host port.

The section entitled Stand Alone Programmer ,/
Emulator Memory Configuration explains the arrangement of all these links for use in this piece of
equipment.
Coming to the pods, at least one willbe required
and possibly all four depending on the EPROMs to
be emulated. Most of the connections between the
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Fig.2 al The 2764t27128127256 pod.

Fis.2 b) The 275812716t2i16t2732 pod.
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Fig.2 c) The 2564 pod.

Fig.2 d) The 2532 pod.
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correct (but possibly mirror-imaged or upside down
il done absent mindedly!) if the ribbon cable is
connected straight through between the two connectors. Although it isn't pin 1 to pin 1, pin 2 to pin
2 . . . pin 26 to pin 26 this is only because the
numbering convention on the IDC cable connector
is different to that on the DIL header. The switch and
resislorfs) (where needed) can be easily and neatly
accornmodated inside the cover of the DIL header (if
using the ty-pe recommended in the parts list) and
gives a r ery acceptable result. Figure 4 shows how this

is done Since this method of construction is

sc;

successful and since 1 way DIL switches are not made
I think it n ouid be advisable to use a 2-way DIL switch
on the 2758 27 16 / 2516 / 2732 podand forget about

one of the gangs thereafter. On the fitting of IDC
connectors special and very expensive tools are
supposed to be used. I have found that a metalworking ',lce can be used quite successfully but the

rvould-be consrructor is strongly advised against
attempting the operation with a block r:f wood and
a hammerl I shouid sag, that it was originally intended
to use an IDC t9,pe of DIL header but found that for
some strange reason rhey are designed so that
conductor 1 of the ribbon cable cannot be connected
to pin 1 (or actually the dlagonally opposite one which
is really what is required) but instead goes to pins
28 / 24 (or the diagon ally opposite one) . However, on

thinking about the situation it was decjded that the

convenience of using an IDC connector here is much
reduced by the fact that not all of the conductors do
go straight th
o, in an application such
as this where
ill be frequently plugged
in and out. a
DIL header *iil b" mor"
robust. This being so, a solder type of DIL header must
be used.
Aspects which could be described as tidying up

are often overlooked by the hornn .onriructoi.

Labelling the pods comes into that category but could
save a lot of time in the long run. In 3 months time
how many people would be able to remember which
pod is which or how to set the DIL switches? The DIL
header cover has
its top face and
sides io do quite
b. Using Dymo
tape, strips of 8 ch
ommodated on
the 28 pin header. The two labels I have used on the
27 64 / 27 128 / 27 256 po d are as f ollows :,27 64 -256'
and'OO/OC/CC'the I
t switches
1 and 2 should be op
osed and

closed/closed for the
d 27256
respectively I strongly advise doing something on

these lines.

A final point about the pods concerns a couple
of EPROM types which have been mentioned in ihe
series of articles on the EPROM programmer but for
which pods have not been presented here. These are
the 68732 and 68764" It is thought unlikely that many

readers will. want to emulate these ratherunu.rul
devices but with a bit of thought, pods for these (or
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any other obscure EPROMs up to 32K) could be

s0000-s7FFF

92000-$9FFF

made by following the principles seen in the design
for the other pods

Memory Configuration
The diagram below shows the actual memory map
o{ the stand alone EPROM programmer /' emulator
as originally intended together wjth the three options
for the pseudo memory map The pseudo map is the
way the user sees the RAM thanks to some iiggery
pokery' by the iirmware. One of these three options
is automatically selected at power on depending on
whether one of the two emulator cards is detected.
Now when the fjrmware for the programmer was
written the hardware of the MKII emulator was not
complete and as such option 3 was not incorporated,
Unfortrnately, now the Mkll card does exist, the
author of the firmware is unable to commit to making
the necessary modi{ications This being the case, the
builder of this Mkll emulator has two alternatives for
its incorporation into the siand alone programmer.
The simplest alternative is to use it in place of the32K
block of memory on the SBC The only disadvantage
of this approach compared to the original plan is that
it doesn't give the additional advantage of being able
to program 27512s as a single block The emulation
capabilities are un-affected, the 27256 may still be
emulated and a 27 572is still programmable but now
it has to be done in two halves In order to do this LK2
and LK3 should be configured as shown in Figure 3(b)
hence setting up the required $2000 base address and
LK1 should be set to (b) hence disabling the BE input
Also the RAM chips H1, K1, K2 and L1 should be
removed from the SBC card and pin 11 of lC C2
(74LS,04) (also on the SBC) should be disconnected
from the BE input and tried to + 5V If the user finds
the programming of 27512s in 2 blocks too much of
a hassle then alternative 2 is to configure it as originally
intended but this is more of a challenge The recipe
is this: firmware source listing frorn Gordon Bennett
and a bit of time and effort with a 6502 assembler
which is what you supply If this approach is taken
then LK1 (a) need selecting bui LK2 and LK3 are still
configured as in Figure 3 (b).
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I e ) SaOOO-SFFFF

I GENERAL LK2 CONFIGURATION

'
$0000-s1FFF
a
s2000-$3FFF
$4000-$5FFF
$6000-$7FFF
9a000-$9FFF

a

sAOOO$

ar-d

b---l

NC
Bt

ocK 0

glocK

1

BLOCK 2
BLOCK 3
NC

BFFF

$co00-SDFFF

NC

SEOOO.SFFFF

NC

LK3

Fig.3 Address links.

I
USE SLEEVING ON RESISTOR

Fig.4 Mechanical detail of Pod.

I
LEADS

MAKE CONNECTTONS BETWEEN
RIBBONCABLE, RESTSTORSAND
DIL SWITCH (SHOWN IN DETAILI
BEFORE SOLDERING DIL SWITCH
TO MK HEADER PINS
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HOW IT
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everything cancels oLit. The 32K un
som€where ln an emulatoi the fiAful ha
fiom a diflerent port. something whicl
|C13, a

4-br binary adder lwe

are

onty usinl

and A14 ofthe host port base addreis (whicl

Al3

and A'140f the

target address, throwing I

have 32K of emulator memory). lf

theieader d

l'm sure a few rninutes with a pen and paper

i(i

i{!es
Moving away from the main card, the pods are
mainly passive, connecting the appropriate pin on the
emulator card to its equivalent on the DIL header and
if a pod were being made to emulate the27256, there

would be nothing more to be said. With all other
EPROMs, there will be some unused address inputs
to the emulator card. If such inputs are totally unused
on a particular pod they are connected to 0V to ensure
that the target system sees the bottom EPROM sized

block within the 32K (what most people would

F{

expect) Since we've tried wherever possible to make
universal pods which cope with a number of EPROM
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AK

types things become slightly more complicated.
Where a number of EPROMs are accommodated
with the one pod, we could connect the unused
address lines on the smaller EPROMs through to the
DIL header only if the pin in question is unused on
the smaller chip or is held low (this is the case with AR
on the 275
device (like
a switch. W

would tend
been included to prevent this. Pin 26 on the 2764
seems to contradict this, being a No Connection and
being isolated by a switch. The reason for this is that
some manufacturers do state that this pin should be
held high and for this reason many boards accommodating 2764swill have +5V on pin 26.
I would like to express my appreciation and
thanks to Gordon Bennett. who gave valuable
assistance in the initial testing of the prototype.

sBc
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PSEUDO MEMORY
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Component overlay

of Emulator.

BUYLINES
suiable 24 pin solder
there was a 24 pin
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PCB FOIL
WTTER^rS
In-car Power Supply (January 1989)
Fig. 3 shows the {ront view oI the 317 regulator with
the pin-outs reversed The photograph, circuit and
overlays are all correct showing the ledge at the
Iront of the device
Audio Design MOSFET Amp (May 1989)
For home constructors of the power amp pCB
(FiS 8), the copper area connectingthe negative
of C7 , C74 and R20 is a OV #2 connection and
should be linked to the 0V #2 copper area at the
junction of C16 and C18+. Hart,s kit pCB has a
ground plane and no mod is necessary. Note that
the preset at the bottom right of Fig 8 takes the
place of an external RV3 rheostat when bench
testing and is not normally required In Fig. 7 R14
is not shown
- it should be in series in the negative
feedback line between C8 and D3. Also in the parts
list C20 is 100uF and R9 is 2k2.

Bench Power Supply (May 1989)
In the Parts List, Q3.4 should be 8C237 not
BC307 The value in the circuit diagram is correct

How To MIDI A Piano (June 1989)
Fig. 5 the connection from pin 19 of IC8

In

(MREQ) should go to pin 12 of lC7a, not pin 13
as shown. The component overlay is correct

MIDI Patchbay (July 1989)
Figure 3 shows Q1-6 as npn transistors. They
should ln fact be pnp and their emitters should be
connected toR2-12 respectively (R12 is unlabelled). Although the bases are all connected together
they should not be connected to their emitters.

Reflex Action (July 1989)

Two lines

in the listing on page 30

need

amendment. Line 180 should read
180 PRINT'Enclosure volume:";vb:PRINT'Iuned

to";fb;"H2":PRlNT" -3db at ": f3:PRINT
"Ripple:";r;"db"

Line 280 should read
28O

l

:

(2700-

a)/(vb'fb 2))-0.96' (a

0.5)

Chronoscope Revisited (September 1989)
ln the paragraph headed 'Connectionsl D10 should

read LEDS (on the sensor board). Also in Ftg. 2,
IC10 is shown reversed. The notch should be next

to R49

Field Power Supply (September 1989)
Figure 2 was printed with the artwork densities
reversed, rendering a trifle tricky to interpret. lt was
reprinted together with a omitted col winding data
on P62 of the October 1989 issue. A free
photocopy is available from ETI Editorialon receipt
of an SAE.

Iwenty metre receiver (January

The motherboard foil for the Superscope

1990)

The foil shown on page 61 was the wrong side.
Constructors photographing this foil must use the
other side when making a PCB.
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The Superscope timebase foil

rE{
Superscope tube driver foil
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John Brasier
0442 66651 Ext 310
Send your requirements to:
ETlClassified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hbmel Hempsteid, -Hp2 7ST.
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JPG Electronics

Turn your surplus
transistors, los etc, into
cash lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote ror
complete factory clearance.

F6srslo6 %w 5% calbo. (E12) 1pt 1% m€lal ih
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COLES HARDING & CO.
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Wisbech, Cambs.

Compuler gadecapaciloG wnhscrewrermls3&00!l 2Ov a2 50
Bmooul 10V t1 Si
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8C559 faneslor rc92 PNP
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NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEAFS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844
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JPG Electrcnics,
276 Chatswodh Road, Che8terfield S40 2BH

Accessode6(0246)211202-CalleE
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POLYBEL PACKAGES. .

.

[/ONEYI BUILD POLYPHONICMUSIC
GENERAToB FoR Xt\,tAS (SEPT/oCT ETt)
SAVE YOU

TO ADVERTISE

Fibre drilled PCB incl palchboard space, 27C32 incl

CALL

te$prog,longer(+ seasonal)tunes,Z80(Cl\40S)
+
1l\,lHzRes + 3" spkr t20 50setsonlyl Beserve on

0442 66551

0908 606906 (pm)
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Last20

l\,lk I PCB's

toclearatt6

20000+
READERS,
CALL
JOHN BRASIER
ON

0442 66ss1

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and
service centre Cedar Electronics,
(HR), Unit 12 Station Drive, Bredon,
Tewkesbury. Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

HUNDREDS OF UNUSUAL ITEMS
cheap! Send 88p (no cheques) tor

interesting samples and list.
Grimsby Electronics, Lambert
Road, Grimsby.
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DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES .GENERATORS
POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS
DVMs . OSCILLATORS
ATTENUATORS

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER

CAI,IBRIDGE COIiIPUTER SCIENCE LII,IITED
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designs and elec/mech draughting.
For a. fast efficient service, g-ive u-s
a call on: 01-443 1331.
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ELECTRONIC PLANS, taser
designs, solar and wind

HPGL FILES on yourdiscs ink-plotted on to
top quality lilm (for PCBs) from €S.
24hr turnaround 45 to Al sizes
Send fordetails or2x2opstamps fordetails
plus disc mailer (stale Sya lgy2).
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EQUIPMENT
Send 40p lor catalogue to:
K. Tek, P.O. Box tZA. Surtiion
surr€y kT6 6HN. rei: iir:gCa'alib

SWITCHES easy to follow dia-

ponents and

PCBs
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Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.
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REPRESEI,{T
YOUR REGIOI{

FOR MORE INFORMATION
DIRECT ELECTRONICS
627 ROMFORD RD,

ND ATTRACT
MORE CUSTOM

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

E L ECTRON I C S CO M PON ENT SP EC I ALI STS

CONTACT

MANOR PARK
LONDON E12 sAD

JOHN BRASIER ON

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thuts 10-lpm

0442 66551

Tel: Ol-553 1174

We slock a large range of TV & Video spares

oneof thelargestcomponentrelailersinlheUK

Faslandefiicienl,

same day pe6onal seruiceon'lN SICCK ITEMSI Very competative
prices. No minimum order Call Cricklewood Eleclronics now

40

cRtcKLEWOoD BROADWAY, L0!tDON NW2 3ET
Tel: 01.450 0995,452 0161

OMNIELECIRONICS
stock a wide range of

eldronic comfEnents

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 sDX

Tel:031 667

2611

Open Mon-Fr gatrF5om Satgam.5om

Send 2x18p slamp6 lor

lalel (atalodue

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
al

Slreel Tel:051 236 0154
47 Whllechapel. Tel:051 236 5489
Liyerpool 2
.
TH E E LECTRO N ICS SPEC/ALlSTS'

87193 Dale

Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5 30

Electronics Today
lnternationa! now
has vacancies on
its editorial team.
lf you have experience in electronics

science or technology and have
creative f lair in writing together with

a
a

practical knowledge of circuits, then we
would like to hear f rom you.
You may be a science correspondent

FRASER ELECTRONICS
* SOUTHSEA * HANTS

42 ELM GBOVE

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard

Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

PUT YOUR
AGENT OI{
THE TRAIL
You need the facts, .lust the

facts mam. You need

a

steady source to feed you
information. Don't settle for
a second-rate squealer You
need ETI and you need it
good Put your newsagent
on the trail - clip the
coupon and hand it to your
neighbourhood shop.

or journalist on a local newspaper
looking for a change or perhaps you've
been putting circuits together and have
written about them for some time.
lf this takes your interest, drop us a
!inetelling us what you've been doing in
the world of work together with your
qualifications to:
Paul Freeman, The Editor,
ETI Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.
ETI FEBRUARY I99O
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COMPETITION
RESUITS
Remember the Talkback competition! Well here are the
lucky winners. They will each receivean FM intercom set

from Maplin. They are:

D. C. Horwood, Cheltenham, Glos.; T. Rushton,
Bolton, Lancs.; and finally, J. Ward, toughborough,

Ieics.

The correct answers are:
1) Edison. 2) Chamberlain. 3) A
Lord
Acton. 5) H. G. Wells. 6) The Duke
7) Mr
Rat. 8) Noel Coward. 9) Dr Watso
h I.
Those with correct answers will all be sent the latest
Maplin Catalogue.

ETI HITS THE STREETS
FEBRUARY 2nd
Interak

1

19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES

This Engrcf 19" rack equipment cases h.ave been designed with economy and versatilily
as their
objectiv-e. These qas€s are supptied as a ltat pack kit wiih assemOtv insiru&Lns.
Ihe * NEW IMPROVED DESIGN r nowJaatur€s_a btack powder;oat 16SWG smm) steel front
0
panel with the rear box constructed from gmm pVC coated steel.
All units are 10" (254mm) deep and are available in the following popular sizes!

Bare Boaid

IYHE

e17.s0

(plus postage and

5054, Triumph House, 189 Regent Sheet, l-ondon W1R 7WF.

U1
U2
U3
U4

VAT)

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I''
A computer doe6n't have to look like youu expsct a comouter to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and flofpy disks and
so on.

mputer can have
EPROM chip (up
8255A t/O (inpur
and down. There
these are simple

orc
and thus there are
ished of all the A-b
thatnospecial

iepALs, ULAs, ASICS
heZSOA is thefastest
ssors _ possibly the

interface is inc
n at the approp
e program: why

HEIGHT

PHICE

1"

2033*

3"
5"
7"

(44mm)
(88mm)
(133mm)
(178mm)

29.92
22.72)k

z'41tk

*Special Offer Price
DELIVEHY INCLUDED (UK ONLY)
All prices INCLUDE VAT

Consotes

Blanking Panels, Racking
and Back Cabinels are also available
Please send SA E lor details
* TBADE ENOUIRIES WELooME T

f

TELi 0275 823983 FOR ACCESSA/|SA SALES
OR CHEOUE WITH ORDER TO:-

RACKZ PRODUCTS
P0 BOX NO. 1402, MANGOTSFTELD, BR|STOL, ENGLAND BS17 3Ry
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just one
SBC-1

write

you.can get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems t9 is.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:

Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T02E), 460 New Chester Road.
Hock Ferry, Birkenhead, Meiseyside iAz ZAe. fel rOsr_O4si-s9i]
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E

lf you have never used PCB CAD before, send for our free demo disk to see how easy it can
be.

E

lf you have an ovei'worked and probably expensive PCB system already, send for
disk to see how much BOARDMAKER does for the money.

We think that our rapidly expanding customer base speaks for itself
tr HIOO (7 seats)

:

E Bradford

tr

University (25 seats)
MeoC (45 seats)

Developed and
supported in the UK

Many of our customers ate amazed at some of the additions we have made to BOARDMAKER
Version 1.2 which has been issued to all registered users. Version 1.3 has a driver for
Hercules screens giv ng a 3 colour display at CGA resolution, and a 1:1 aspect ratio. Version
1.3 has the abi ity to automatically ground plane a selected area, avoiding all existing pads and
tracks. We are ,rot aware of a system costing under a few thousand pounds which has this
feature. Ring -s and tell us if we are wrongl So, if you have an RF or a multilayer buried power
and grounC ar o-i to produce, why not use BOARDMAKER?

Tsien (UK) Limited,

Cm bridge Research Laboratories,
1814 Huntingdon Road,

{a

ESlEN

Cambridge.
CB3 ODJ

Tel.

0223 277777

Fax.

024* 276444
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